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MACHINE FOR SKIVING BOOT COUNTERS. 

S. J. & C. H. Trofatter, of Salem, Mass., have 
invented a machine for skiving boot counters, 
of which fig. 1 is a plan view, and fig. 2 a lon
gitudinal section. The same letters refer to 
corresponding parts. It was patented the 29th 
day of November last. 

A represents the main frame or table of the 
machine. On the top of this frame is a station
ary cutter or knife, B, arranged with respect to 
a stationary curved guide, C, as seen in figure 
1. The cutting edge of this knife iii made to 

stand at such an angle with the top surface of 1, and so as to operate on the opposite edge of 
the table as shall not only enable it to reduce the counter. The inner edge of the guide, E, 
one edge of a boot counter to its proper bevel, is convex and parallel to the inner edge of the 
but to do this with a drawing stroke. A spring guide, C, which is concave. The said knife, F, 
bearer, D, is fastened to the top of the guide, spring, D', and guide, E, are connected to a 
C, and is made to rest on the leather near to movable metallic plate, which is placed on the 
the cutting edge of the knife, the same serving table with its top surface on a level with that 
to press the leather firmly down upon the bench part of the table which is between the two 
or table. Another spring, D', a curved guide, guides. This plate may be moved so as to car
E, and a cutting knife, F, made like those pre- ry the portions of the mechanism attached to it 
viouely described, are arranged as seen in fig. nearer to or further from the other guide, spring 

Figure 1. 

c 

and knife, as occasion may require, for the re
duction of counters of any width. 

Three sets of feed and pressure rollers, K K', 
L L', M M', are disposed between the guides, 
each set being composed of two rollers, one of 
which is arranged within the table top, so that 
its upper edge will be a little above it, while 
the other is disposed entirely above the table 
top. The leather counter, during its passage 
through the machine, rests on the lower rollers, 
K', L', M', and is pressed down upon them by 

The Oyster Crop of Baltimore. 
According to "The Baltimore American," 

the product of the oyster trade of the city is 
equal to or greater than the product 'of all the 
wheat and corn raised in the State of Maryland. 
The whole shores of the Chesapeake Bay and 
its tributaries are adapted to the growth of the 
oyster, and as but one year is required for their 
full growth, an immense profit accrues to those 
engaged in the business-a profit which is esti
mated at some three hundred to six hundred 
per cent. There are 250 vessels engaged in 
the business, which average about 900 bushels 
to the cargo, and require nine or ten days to 

Figure 2. 
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, 
the �rollers, K, L, M, the peripheries of each 
roller being scored or fluted. 

The axles of the upper rollers and that of 
another or smoothing roller, 0, are disposed in 
radial lines, all of which tend to the common 
center of the curves of the inner edges of the 
two guides. The same may be said in regard to 
those of the lower rollers. The axles of the 
upper rollers are sustained in sliding boxes, 
which are supported so as to have a free verti
cal movement, and are pressed down by springs, 

Q; each Of these springs is made to encircle a 
screw, R, which is formed with a cross-head, S, 
that is made to bear on the top of the two 
boxes. This screw rod passes down through a 
rest bar, T, and the spring, "receiving a nut, U, 
upon its end. 

The several feed, pressure, draught, and 
smoothing rollers are made frustro-conical, and 
derive their motions from the driving shaft, V, 
which is arranged underneath them, and carries 
a gear which engages with two connecting gears 

the trip. These vessels, making in the aggre- / of oyster�,
. 

the shells
. 

will increase about one

gate 6,000 trips during the eight months in fourth, which would give a total of about 6,000,

which they are engaged, give a total of 4,800,000 .000 bushels of shells, which sell for two cents 

bushels per year sold in the Baltimore market. per bushel, making a return of $120,000 per 

The oysters bring an average price of 51) cents year for the shells alone. 

per bushel, which gives a grand total of .. - •• 

$2,400,000 per year paid for oysters by the Substitute for Common Brick. 
dealers in the city. Some of the houses send I think a substitute for brick, as good and 
by the Baltimore and Ohio and Baltimore and cheap, can be manufactured as follows :-Take 
Susquehanna Railroads, to say nothing of the a metal mould, first filled with heated gravel, 
other modes of transportation, from eight to and then pour melted glass into it, and leave it 
twelve 1;ons of "canned" oysters per day. The to cool gradually. I think e,ach mould would 
shells are carried for manure, to all parts of not require more gla�s than is contained in a 
Virginia and North Carolina. In the shucking common black bottle. These are' sold for a 

that are wide enough to engage each with two 
others placed upon the axles of the lower roll
ers. These in turn engage each with others 
upon the axes of the upper rollenl. The last 
pair of rollers, 0 0', is made plain to take out 
the creases made by the fluted rollers. 

This is, we should think, a good machine, and 
we would recommend it to the attention of boot 
manufacturers. Any further information can 
be obtained as above, or a" machine can be seen 
at No. 12 Beaver street, in that city. 

cent each, the blowing of which must cost half 
that sum. MARTIN KEENAN. 

Milford, Mass. 
[Not a bad idea this. 

... ,.. . ..  
Lord Palmerston has resigned his seat as a 

member of the British Ministry; he does not 
seem to possess enough of the democratic prin
ciple for Sir John Russel, or Lord Aberdeen, 
who are men of much finer personal characters. 

.. .. ' .. 
The Persians have declared war against the 

Turks, in pursuance of a treaty existing be
tween that government and the Czar of Rus
sia. 
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Imponll.erable Acent ••• ··No. 6. 
[Second Series.] 

LIGHT-FoUCAULT'S ExPERIMENTS-The prin. 
cipal phenomena of light, its reflection from 
polished slarfaces, its refraction or deviation 
from its path when passing through media of 
varying density, its .. decomposition into several 
colors when passing through a pdsm of glass, 
can be very well explained by the emission 
theory of Newton. But this theory involves 
many difficulties which it cannot solve. It can
not explain, except by a dubious hypothesis, 
how part of an incident ray is reflected, • 
the other refracted. The �ndulatory thecly 
solves difficulties which the emission cannot. 
If there is a subtle fluid in the universe, the 
vibrations of which produce the phenomena of 
light, then it is evident that the velocity of its 
motion must experience a certain modification 
accordiIig to the density of the media in which 
it occurs. Such is the question which Foucault 
undertook to prove by a series of beautiful ex
periments, in which he was entirely successful. 
It struck that eminent philosopher, recently 
deceased, M. Arago, that Prof. Wheatstone's 
revolving mirror, for testing the velocity of 
electricity, would. answer well to test the veloc
ity of light in passing through media of vary
ing densities. The plan was to evolve an elec
tric spark, direct it toward a revolving mirror 
-after having divided it-and cause one part 
to travel through air, and the other through a 
tube filled with water, then to receive and stu
dy the reflected images. If the water should 
accelerate or retard the motion of the light, the 
two rays could not arrive on the mirror simul
taneously. The ray which was to arrive first 
was to fall on the mirror in a certain position, 
and the ray subsequently arriving would meet 
the revolving mirror in a more advanced posi. 
tion of its revolution., 

Foucault, after much mental labor, devised 
a machine to accomplish this difficult problem 
of measuration. A beam of light was made to 
pass horizontflly through a narrow aperture in 
a dark chamber, and was suffered to fall upon 
a revolving mirror. The rapid rotation of this 
mirror threw upon the sides of the chamber a 
slight luminous track, in which anocler mirror 
was 80 set that it reflected the rays thrown off 
by the revolving mirror. The rotary motion of 
the latter was very rapid-800 revolutions per 
second. The duration of the journey taken by 
the ray in passing from the revolving to the 
fixed mirror, and back again, was sufficiently 
long to allow the first mirror to change its posi
tion so that the ray, in return, would take the 
new direction given it by the altered angle of 
that mirror. M. Foucault succeoded in measur
ing this deviation, which he found to be pro
portional to the velocity of rotation as well as 
the length of space travelled over by the ray. 
He also found that this deviation was greater 
when the ray was passed throngh water than 
through air, and the former being a denser me
dium it was, concluded that it presented an ob
stacle instead of favoring the transmission of 
light. Foucault's experiments were published 
in most of the foreign scientific journals, in 
1851, and they attracted no' small amount of 
attention. At the present moment almost eve
ry eminent man of science, believes in the un-

. dulatory theory. 
. 

We are totally ignorant of first cauees; that 
is, we cannot explain why certain effects should 
betproduced, when certain conditions are ful
filled-we can only tell that when these condi" 
tions are fulfilled certain effects will invariably 
follow. Why the three primitive colors should 
be developed in a ray of light by a prism, we, 
cannot tell; we only know that such are the 
effects produced-the division of a white ray 
of light into three colors, when that ray falls 
on a prism of glass. The undulatory theory, no 
more than the emiston theory, can explain this. 
Neither.can the phenomenon of the sun beat
ing like a huge heart upon the subtle ether, 
throwing out light from the center of our astral 
system, as the life blood is thrown from a hu
man heart, be explained, any more than we can 
explain the principle of life. 

"The laws of nature," be they relating to 
light or any other subject, is an expression em· 
ployed to describe the operations of bodies or 
matter, and that is all. 

� titnfifit �mtritan. 
\ 

Although light is, in the eloquent language 
of Milton, "the offspring of heaven's first 
dawn," we are stUI very ignorant of many of its 
phenomena. New discoveries are being con
tinually evolved. In a lecture recently deliver
ed before the Royal Institution of London, by 
Prof. Stokes he communicated some new and 
interesting observations on Internal Dispersion. '
He found that the blue flame of BulphUr burn
ing in oxygen is a source of rays which exhibit 
the phenomena extremely well. Letters writ
ten upon white paper, with a selution of chinin, 
immediately become visible when illuminated 
with this light, particularly when it is passed 
through blue glass, although such writing is in
visible in gas light. By employing the light of 
the powerful galvanic battery of the Royal In· 
stitution, the Professor obtained, by lens and 
prisms of quartz, a spectrum from six to eight 
times as long as the ordinary visible spectrum, 
and it was crossed from one end to the other 
with bright bands. The interposition of a plate 
of glass shortened the spectrum to a small frac
tion of its original length, the highly refrangi
ble portion being entirely absorbed. The dis
charge of a Leyden jar gave a spectrum which 
was about as long, but it was not similar to the 
others, as it consisted only of insulated bright 
bands. He also found that our atmosphere 
was not perfectly transparent for the very high
ly refrangible rays of the sun's light. 

......... 
Introduction of the Potato into New England. 

The Scotch immigrants, who were the first 
to introduce the manufacture of linen in the 
American colonies, were also the first to intro
duce the potato on the shores of the New 
World. In referring to this fact, the Boston 

"Transcript" mentions the following interest
ing particulars :-

I'These frugal and industrious persons were 
descendants of a Scotch colony, who settled in 
Ireland about the middle of the seventeenth 
century; but on account of religious persecu
tion were obliged to flee to this country, where 
they arrived in 1'118. They came over in five 
ships and landed in Boston, having previously 
sent over an agent to make necessary arrange
ments. 

They introduced the culture of the potato, 
which they brought with them from Ireland. 
Until their arrival this valuable vegetable, ifnot 
wholly unknown, was not cultivated in New 
England. They passed the previous winter in 
Andover, before settling in Londonderry, and 
there left some potatoes, which were planted 
and came up luxuriantly. The family who rais
ed them cooked the balls instead of the vegeta
ble, and after trying them in various ways, pro
nounced them unfit for use, and the mistake 
was not discovered until the plow turned up the 
real potato." 

[By recent foreign papers we learn that two 
intelligent Irishmen, from the same part of Ire
land as the above-mentioned New England set· 
tiers, have, in the potato line, put forth the the� 
ory that the potato can only propagate by cut
tings for a certain number of years, when its 
propagating force, by such a plan, fails, and 
thus they account for the potato disease. To 
recruit or renew the propagating force of this 
apple of the earth, they propose to renew 
the new stock from the plumbs. This theory is 
not new, yet we think favorably of the recom
mendation to raise new seed potatoes from the 
balls. The cause of the disease, as set forth is 
not correct, in our opinion. 

"I"I� 
(For the Scientific American.] 

The Governor. 
The following remarks would probably have 

nEiver been made, were it not that the Report 
of J. E. Holmes, in No. 15 "Scientific Ameri
can," on the trial of steam engines in the Crys
tal Palace, would appear to attach more impor
tance to the subjeetthan I did at the time I 
made my experiments. 

All the governor! that I have ever seen ap
plied to steam engines, are not governors, pro
perly speakillg; I might call them ameliorators, 
inasmuch as thay govern the variation of speed 
only partially. I discovereli this fact at the 
time I made experiments with my Fan and Fly 
in 1849. I had a machine driven by a very 
powerful mainspriug making six turns; it was 
governed by the usual fan With which I obtain_ 

ed these results. Wheu the spring was en· port emanating from such a distingnished source 
tirely wound up, the machine made 34 revolu· has been made, and hope that it, with these 
tions per minute, and wi�n the last turn it few remarks, may stimulate our machilllsts to 
made 28 revolutioni', variation 0'176. Remov· obviate these glaring defects, so that at the 
ing the fan and sUbstituting an ordinary gover- next World's Fair we may not have these liv
nor, the latter intended to regulate the speed by ing monuments reproaching us for our ignor-
the increased and decreased effect of inertia ance. JNO. F. MA.SCRER. 
alone, consequent upon the convergent and di- � , _ , .. 
vergent positions ot the balls of the governor, Large Ships· •• ConDagration. 
I found that when the machine was fully wound MESSRS. EDITORS.-I noticed your interest' 
up, it made thirty and in the last turn but 20 ing article of the 24th inst. on "Large Ships
revolutions per minute, variation 0'333. At Ancient and Modern." 
this I was somewhat astonished, but from re- I have a friend, who frequently said, 'Some 
peated and careful experiments I invariably ob- how r happen always to be right in my opin
tained the same results; and I was reluctantly ion." I have frequently thought you might, if 
constrained to doubt the efficacy of this simple disposed to be egotistic, use the same language. 
and beautiful instrument that,has been so long Your opinion, however, "that we shall y�t 
and universally applied, but finding that it did see much larger ships in our harbor than any 
fail, I set about discoveriug the cause. which now float there," I think is an error of 

The action of the Governor, applied to a yours for once. 
steam engine, depends upon two forces, " cen· I once heard of a ship carpenter who wanted 
trifugal" aud '.' gravity," each tending to conn- to surprise his competitors by building a fine 
teract the other; and it is as the one or the boat. He constructed and finished it in the 
other predomi�tes, that the balls attain their garret of his house; but when thus finished, 
different attitudes. These torces act at right the thought occurred to him for the first time, 
angles to each other: centrifugal force acts hor- "How am I to get it out ?" 
izontally and gravity perpendicularly. Now The" Great Republic" when laden cannot be 
the balls are, by the present arrangement, made got out of our harbor, neither could it be got 
to describe a circle. The question arises whe- into the Liverpool docks. 
ther that is the proper curve to move in. I have My opinion iii, the builder of the Great Re
tried all the known curves, and have found them public will forever have the unenviable reputa
to fail; so much so. that I have kept no record tion of bnildiDg "the largest ship in the world." 
of their performance. At length I found that Yours truly, G. B. Jr. 

the right angle wae the proper plane for the Brooklyn, Dec. 26, 1853. 
balls to move in, which I proved to the satis-. [Our correspondent may be right, but" time 
faction of myself and friends by two experi- will try all better far than tongue can tell."
ments. The one con�isted in having a funnel, The vessel which called forth our article and 
the sides of which inclOile 90 degrees, it was the above letter will never pass out of our har
made of common tin, having small strips, ra- bor. On the night of the 26th ult., her rigging 
diating from the vertex to the base, soldered in- caught fire from the sparks of a conflagratlon 
side, which cone or funnel I placed with the of buildings at a short distance from where she 
vertex fitting tightly upon the spindle of the was lying, and the flame spread from spar to 
machine in such a manner that the base was up- spar, until in a short time she was enveloped in 
permost . I filled it partially with shot; then a sheet of living fire. On the next evening 
trying it as before, I discovered not the least all that was left of this once magnificent vessel 
variation between the two extremes of the maill- -the wonder of the world-was that part of 
spring. A mainspring making six turns exerts the hull which was sunk beneath the surface of 
six times more power when fully wound up, the water. It was a sad sight to us. Two 
than when run down to the last turn. It is other ships-the "White Squall" and "Joseph 
hardly necessary to remark that the shot by the Walker "-were also burned to the water's 
action of centrifugal force was thrown to a cer- edge. 
tain distance from the axis of the funnel pro-

. 
The "Great Republic" was loaded with a 

portionate to the power, and that by the varia. valuable cargo, it consisted of the following 
tion of the inertia of the shot, my machine was articles, eight hundred tierces of beef, 9'1 tierces 
kept at equal velocity. My other experiment lard, 53 barrels of lard, 20,406 bushels of wheat, 
consisted in making the arms with the balls of 33,500 bushels of corn, 6,630 barrels of flour, 
the usual governor, having slots cut in them 1,023 bales of cotton, 639 boxes of tea, 4,046 
(the arms),working in gnide pins fixed upon the barrels of resin, 14 hogsheads of tobacco, '10 
axis or spindle, and making the upper ends or casks of argola, and 36'1 pieces maple and ce
present bearings by means of a pin to work up- dar wood, all valued at $250,000. 
on a peculiar curve, which I discovered upon This great cargo of provisions might have 
the occasion, which curve I have never been supplied the Turkish army for a month. She 
able to find described, and. therefore I believe was ready to sail for Liverpool, and it it is said 
that I am the discoverer. I have called it the would have left her dock the previous evening, 
Eggoid, from its resemblance to an egg. I but could not get over the bar on account of 
found the balls to move from the axes, at an low water. All the great ships which have yet 
angle of 45°, to the horizon, and the machine, been built have been unfortunate-is the finger 
as before, performed its revolutions in equal of fatality pointed in ,anger against them? 'We 
times. Now, notwithstanding the assurance of do not know whether or not MI'. McKay will 
the satisfactory perfor�ance of the engines at ever build such a large ship a,gain, but to us it 
the Crystal Palace, there was a variation of their seems very discreditable to large cities like 
revolutions per minute, for at the commence- New York, thai a depth of water cannot be 
ment of the experiments the Lawrence made maintained in the harbor, greater than will 
46 and the Corliss 3'1 revolutions per minute, float a vessel drawing but about 21 feet. If the 
and that when the pressure of steam had been size of ships is to be restricted by such consi
reduced down to 10'2 pounds, the former made derations, let the disgrace rest where it should. 
10 and the latter 14 revolutions per minute, As we have said before, a large ship is the 

which is a variation for the Lawrence of 0''182 most profitable for long voyages, because it can 
and for the Corliss of 0'621,-not so flattering carry 4,000 tons as easily as one of half the ca

as one might be led to suppose from the Re- pacity can . carry 2,000 tuns the same dis
. tance in the same time. In one voyage to 

Australia, a large ship will save 140 days sailing 
by this method of computing advantages. It 
may indeed be said that two small ships-half 
the size-will effect the Bame object. Not ex
actly, for upon that principle of reasoning, we 
would still have been navigating the Atlantic 
with 100 tun brigs, and 60 tun" smacks." 

port. 
I wonder what a "calic,o singer" would think 

were he to be interrupted in the midst of his 
operations by the engine making even one
quarter of that variation? The governor of 
the "Southern Belle" works upon a different 
but equally erroneous principle with the other 
engines. The balls move upon circular ways, 
but the ways are segments of a circle, whose 
diameter is much larger than that described by 
the balls of the other governors. I am sorry 
that we have not the Report upon this engine 
also, for it is my opinion that this governor gov
erns perhaps just as much too much as the oth
erB govern too little. I am very glad that this re-

------.... ��.�.------
We invite the attention of our readers to the 

advertisement of D. W. Whiting. In the ship-. 
ment of machinery it is very important-where 
it is possible to do so-to consign it to some 
agent who has had experience in handling it. 
Mr. Whiting has every facility for doing thiS. 
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[Reported Officially for the Scientillc American.] 

L I S T  O F  P A T E N T  C L A I M S 
fooued from the United State. Patent Office 

FOR THE WEEK ENDING JANUARY 3. 1854. 
MACHINE FOR SAWING BEVEL SURFACES.-Alfred C. 

Cook. of Russelville, Ky. : I claim the employment in the 
manner described of an adjustable swinging bevel gaug
ing platt orm provided with a sliding carriaj;{e. which 
bas adjustable guide rails. and adjustable heel and side 
rest, and pointer, in combination with an index plate 
and cutter, the whole being constructed. arrangecl. and 
operating in the manner and for the purpOSJ herem de� 
scribed. 

IMPROVEMENTS IN FEATHERING PADDLE WHEELs,-Sam' 
uel Champion and Thomas Champion. of Washington, 
D. C. : We claim no particular shaved blades f.r our 
paddles. as various shapes may be used, but as. a gene
ral principle we prefer, where it can be applIed, the 
narrow oar-shaped blade reaching deep into the denser 
water, so as to make the engine labor in forcing it 
through without much disturbing the surface, we are 
encouraged in this view by the narrow oar, the fins of 
the fish. and particularly by the long deep propellers 
of the deer, that animal being among the very fastest 
of flwimmers as well as rUDners. 

We claim the continuous arm or arms through. the 
shaft. hub, or rim, with a blade on each end thereof. 
placed permanently at right angles to each other, �o 
that when one is feathered in the water, the other 18 
placed in proper position for propulsion by that act, al
so the reversing cam frame in combination with the ob
long projections at the shank of the blades. 

IMPROVEMENT IN RUNNING GEAR of WAGONS, &c.-Isaac 
Crandal. of Cherry Valley. N. Y. : I am aware that John 
J ones obtained a patcnt dated January 14. 1851, which 
bv the introduction of a helical sprin£". and slot or slid
ing bar conn�c ting the hounds or partial reaches (be
tween the frr,nt and fear axles) in connection with his 
perch swiveling on both axles ; purposes to prevent the 
dft;!ct of whipping the hor6es with the tongue. and draw
ing it back to the line of travel when moved. I there
fore disclaim any part of such devices. 

But I cl<t.im the arrangement of the spring bar (or 
vartial reacll) furnisht:d with a slot. 0, the bar, H. con
nectin '"(" the snnd bu,r, C. and upper sway bar. li, in 
which is inserted a pi ) ' ,  S, in combination with the ordi
nar y J'each or parch aud running gear of" wagons for the 
purpOs� ( ) t'  not unly giving uirection and steadiness to 
tbe tongue uuder all circumstances, but also preserving 
the set of the axle at the same time. as set forth. 

RULING MACHING.-John Collman of Silver Creek, Ill. : 
I cldm the CaS" alternately sliding upon and secured to 
the bar as >:,lJecifled. i LJ lJomoination wi.th the cam, l�ver. 
spriug and stop, a.rranged and operatmg as descrIbed. 
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knife with two edgeS, in combination with the movable 
BCI aper, with its prOper appendages. and the manne:.: of 
i ts movements parallel with the edges of the kmfe, 
thereby cleaning the gauge t,.bl� of all the cut straw. 

METHOD OF FORMIl'(G PLATi:SFOR POLy·CHROM.A.TIC PRINT
ING.-J ohn Donlevy, of New York City : I claim t� 
IDij Ll10d ot producing intaglio-graphic printing and other 
p la tes from forms of tspes by surrounding the types 
whilst in contact with a glass plate or i ts equivalent, 
with plaster of Paris or some equivalent therefor, so that 
when set. the surface of the piaster will be on the same 
plane with the sur/ace of the types, and then stereotyp
ing the form of types. thus surrounded substantially as 
and for the purpose specified. 

I also claIm the method of producing embossing 
plates by taking a �ast, in plaster or its equivalent, from 
an intaglio graphlc plate and then stereotyping :!Iuch 
plaster cast. 8ubstantlal1y as specified. thus producing a reverse duplicate in relief as set forth. 

I also claim the method of producing what are caUed 
illuminaf ed printing plates for printing shadedin�aglio
graphic letters, characters, or figures, by prodUCIng an 
intaglio graphic plate in accordance with the first part 
of my invention, from a form of shaded types. and then 
removing the plaster from the form oftypes. substantial
ly as described, so that after printing in intaglio with 
the intagllo graphic plates. the shadows can be printed 
either with the [t)rm of types. after the plaster has been 
removed, or wi:h a stereotype taken thert!fron:. as set 
1orth. 
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theref( om in relief. substantially as described. and from 
such relief obtaining what I term a stencil plate or 
plates, from which the plate or plates is or are obtained, 
to nave the letters. characters, or figures in whole or in 
part in duplicate of the intl1glio graphic letters, &c.,.and 
in ' relief substantially as descnbed. so as to regIster 
therewith as described_ 

hlPROVEMlIXT IN STEA" BOILER FURNACES.-By F. P. 
DiIDpfel, of l:'hiladelphh, Pa. : 1 do not claim lining the 
fire nox with water tubes, nor making the tubes of water 
linings separately detachable, but 1 claim forming the 
walls or sides oftne furnaces of steam boilers of a series 
at water tubes extending above and below the grate, 
and (Ipen to water spaCt;S a.bove and below, said spaces 
being so connected with each other or with the body of 
the water in the boil�r as to allow free circula.tion in 
the manner and for Le );jurposes set forth. 

!:lIPROVEMENT IN QUARTZ CRUSHING MACHINES.-By J. 
Ha.milt�m, ot .New York City : 1 do not claim the cylindri· 
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has beeen used in a concave dish or Q'asin, but in this 
case. so far as the rol l ing motion is' concerned, the same 
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of the pe�tle ca.using the same to slip on the inclined 
part and rub the ore, whereas in my machine the ore is 
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grinding is performed by a pestle set on a shaft, and hav-
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viued with grooves in its upper part to crack the lumps 
of are, and set on a shaH. on wliich it has a partial rota
ry motion, and operating in connection with the basin in 
whiGh said pestle moves. to grind the ore into powder by 
Ule gradual appro"lch of the sides of said basin to the 
c.9lilJorical pe:;tle. said p(tstle being also provided. with 
a scraper or agitator, i ts lower surface to operate as specified. 

HANGING AND OPERATING SAW GATES-By M. W. Hel. 
ton. of l:Hoornington, Ind. : I claim the driving of the 
fu�1�y
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ing cro.ss beam by Its two arms. and connected by a wrist upon its othu end with the crank of the driving ahaft, bYiWhich means a conical gyratory motion is imparted to the pitman, as described. 
TUYERES-By G.D. Miller, of New Berlin. p&. : l ell,lm the combination of the notched segment of a cylinder 
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f������� rC�f:a� ratus IS constructed with the additIOnal passage, D. 

, SCREW BoLT! J.ND NllTS_By Lucius Page, of CaV4III. dish, Vt.: 1 claim forming the helical thread of a rilth!banded screw with notches or teeth; a8 specified, in combination with applying to its screw nut a dog catch or spring pawL to operate in the stloid teeth or notch, and 
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prevent back rotation of the nut on tbe screw, as set 
forth. 

I also claim the improvement of so applying the catch 
lever. or dog, or catch. to the nut, that it may project 
beyond one prismatic side of the nut, so that when a 
Wl'ench is applied to such side of the nut and its oppOS· 
ite side, it may press inwards the dog or catch or lever 
thereof, or so act upon the same as to throw such dog or 
catch out of engagement with the teeth or notches of the 
right· hand screw so as to allow the nut to be unscrewed 
from the same, as specified. 

P�r:J!1�hf:���:�fcfa?�����bt�rn�
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on the mandrel, which direGts the pattern and the spur 
wheels. for controling the rough material with the main 
wheel which moves or turns them. through their respec· 
tive · carriages. as that the carriage which carries the pat
tern may have an uniform or differential and receding 
longitudinal motion relatively with regard to the car
riage 1"or carrying the rough material for the purpose of 
cutting . to the same to a greater or less size than the 
pattern. as described. 

I also claimhanging tbe tracers in independent frames 
within the frames which carry tbf cntters, 80 as to al
low the cutters to bring the rough ruaterial to the eame. 
a greater or less iize than the pattern in its transverse 
diameter. as described. 

I also claim giving to the pattern and rough material 
a half or less than a halt revolution at each traversing 
motion of their respective carriages, for the purpose of 
cutting or reducing in longitudinal sections. without re
volving the pattern or rough material, as described. 

FLOOR PLATES OF MALT KILNS-By Mathew Stewart, of 
Philadelphia, Pa. ; 1 do not claim the use of perforated 
sheet or plate iron in the construction ofmalt kiln fioors. 

But I claim. first, the characteristic mede in which I 
construct the plates with downward edges at right an
gles with the surface of the plate, as described. 

Second, I claim the bearing and combining block with 
the peculiar arrangement ot the slots or grooves, or its 
equivalent. as described. 

Third, I claim the combination of the plate. with the 
bearing and combining blocks. or its equivalent. and the 
peculiar manner of securing the plates and blocks down 
l?l:t;,��fg�l
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the purpose described. 
HOT·AIR REGISTERS-By E. A. Tuttle. of William. burgh, N. Y. : I do not claim the rack and pinion movement or 

the crown wheel and segments ; but I claim the iillprove� 
ment upon said William 'furton's Patent Reg!ster which 
consists in the improved method ofmaintaimng the con
necting rod in its proper pmntion. as described. nameJy. 
at the bottom by a prollg or prongs of the rod illsertt!d 
into and working in cast raised openings on the fans or 
valves, and at the top by a S lot or otherwise in the regisM 
ter front together wiLh the slide plate, by which arrangeM 
ment the register is greatly simplified and cheapened in' 
its cost. 

MACHINE FOR STICKING PINS.-J. 1l. Terry of Hartford 
Conn. : I claim the circular guarcf and circular slide in 
combination with the wheel and spring. or its equiva
lent whereby the pins are brought from the conductor 
and dropped at the required place as described and 
shown." 

LOWERING. RAISING AND }I'ASTENING CARRIAGE Tops. 
-By Z, S. Ogden, ot" G-ltnn's .Falls, N. Y. (assigner to L. 
C. Ogden) : I claim the application of the Jever. the 
shafts, eccentric circles. hooks, and the two belts, to 
lower, raise. and fasten carriage tops, with stationa.ry 
bows, as herein before described." 

BANDING PULLIES FOR SAws.-ByD. H. Ohamberlain of Boston, Mass. (assignor to himself and Nehemiah Hunt) 
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nor the application and arrangement of such, wherein 
the belt runs against, or on the periphery of the driving 
pulley or wheel. and iii strained between the two pu1· 
leys, and pinched between them and the driving puliey : 
nor an arrangment wherein one of the driven pulleys 
or rollers is placed. between. and in contact with the 
peripheries of' the driving and other driven pulleys, 
while the endless belt is made to play around the two external plllleys. Whereby the axles or journal,i of the 
driving and driven pulte'ys are relieved from friction 
caused by the contra.ctile power or strain of the bana, 
such straIn being borne by the pullies. 

I claim the improved arrangement of pullies and end· 
les.\! belt, whereby the driven pulley is sustained on the 
periphery of the driving wheel or pulley. the same con* 
sisting in placing the peripheries of the t\Y(J lesser pul* 
leys in contact with the periphory of the driving wheel 
and so as to extend beyond the side thereof, and run* 
nir.g the endle8s belt around the extensions of the 
said two pulleys, and down by the side of the driving 
wheel. and without any pressure or contact with its 
periphery. as specified. 

I also claim the combination of two endless bel ts (ar' 
ranged on opposite sides of the driving wheel) with the 
bearing and belt pulleys. or their equivalents ; and the 
driving wheel as made to operate together as described, 
the same enabling me to relieve the bearings of the 
shafts of the several pulleys from the contractile s train 
of the belts. 

I also claim the improvement of arranging two or 
more endless belts on one side of the driving wheel and 
not only running all of the said belts around one shaft 
01' drum, (or the equivalent) supported on the periphe
ry of the driving wheel. but respectively around other 
shafts or drums, or equivalents arranged and supported 
on the opposite portion of the periphery as specified. 

BOOKBINDERS DOARD5.-By J. H. Longbotham of Brook· 
lyn N. Y. : I claim the use of thedriving box or chamber 
endless belts for carryinlit the paper boards. Coil of 
pipes arranged therein, in combination with a blower 
and case, having a series of coils of pipes therein for ra· 
rifying currents of air for drying book binder's boards. 
and other substances as set torth. 

CORN SHELLERS-By G. A. Xander of Hamburg, Pa.: I 
claim the improvement on the cylinder disc, that is its 
oval shape, the spring being attached to the side all as set forth. 

I would further state that by riveting two half cylin· ders together, the cylinder may as readily be constructed dOUble as in fig. No. 2. A, and should I find it moro practicable to construct them as in fig. 2. A. I therefore 
do not limit my claim. merely to the single, but also the 
double c;ylinder. 

MACHINES FOR CAsmm TYPE.-By C. �luller of New York City. : I claim, first. suspending the mould below 
its axis of oscillation, as described'. whereby its tendency towards its centre of gravity, will act in op:position 
to the momentum required in its movement towards and from the mould and its movement and degree of opening are enabled to be reduced, producing the results 
set forth. 

Second, the combination of the cam, lever, I, rod. I, lever K. and rod L. arranged as shown, for the purpose 
of opening and closing the mould. 

'llhird, tilting the IPatrix by means of the lever atM tached to the oscillating mould arm. combined as descri� bed with the lever, M, which receivei an oscillating motion from the arm or lever by which the oscillating motion is given the shaft or axis upon which the mould oscillates. 
BEDSTEAD FASTENINGS.-By W.H. Price of Philadelphia 

Pa. : I claim the arrangement of the tenon� mortise, and 
wedge in such a J,llanner, tha.t the wedge will begin to 
act before the tenon is inserted in the mortise, and draw it iCradually into said mortise so as to completely close it· when the fastening becomes firm, for the purpose 
of excluding vermin, &c., as set forth. 

MACHINES FOR POLISHING LUTHER.-By P.P, Tapley of Lynn, Ma,.ss. : I claim the described combination and arrangement of the crank wheel t he connecting rod li, 
the swing bar, the lever. and the connecting rod 0 and also the improvement of makiug the connecting rod. P in two parts jointed together. and to operate as speci� tied, whereby the contact of the dicing or polishing ball 
or surface with tha leather is prolonged under circum· stances as stated. 
GUITARS.-By W. B. Tilton of New York City : I do not 
claim extending the strings from the foot to the head 
of the LiDstrument ; but claim depressing the strings 
of Kuitars sli!>htly below the bridge, by passin!> them 
through perforatiu-ns in the ordinary pins or peis, or by 
any means substantially tbe same : when the strings 
are fastened at the foot of the instrument. for causing 
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give the instrument a richer, fuller. and a more complete 
tone a$ set forth. 

TURNING THE LEAVES OF BOOKs.-By C. Desbeaux of 

Paris France. : I do not confine myselflto the dimensions 
mentioned. but reserve to m'yself the construction of 
the apparatus of any material and of any dimensions ; 
the p lacing of the pulleys vertically or horizontally ; I 
may find it desirable to ma.·ke the boxes of the " turn 
:pages " of wood or of metal according to the circum
stance. to cover or not to cover them with cloth or 
leather. to u'ite wood or metal in the construction of the 
stands to produce the lengthening or shortening by 
means of rack gearing or of levers to cha.nge tbe rela
tive proportions of the pieces if necessary. to make the 
stamps or discs of polished or damaskined metal. in con
clusion to modify the details of construction or such 
limits which do not change the na.ture of my invention 
of the • •  Magnetic turn page U as herin set forth. 

[There is certainly no claim here and there may be 
some mistake in reference to the matter.! 

POWER LOOMs.-By John Shuttleworth. of Frankfort, 
Pa. : I claim first, the connecting rod and lever in com
bination with the reciprocating frame. for the purpose 
of giving a reciprocating motion and a rocking motion 
to the shaft. 

Second. I claim the rockingshaft. armF. the vibrating 
lever and arms B and T, in combination with the reci
procating frame for the purpose of giving an intermit· 
tent rotary motion to the wheel and discs. 

Third, I claim the discs constructed as described. in 
combination with the horizontal sliding stops. for the 
purpose of forcing out and drawing in said stops in the 
manner described. and also for the purpose of operating 
the picker bar as described. 

CUTTING SCREWS IN LATHES_-By Joseph Nason. of New 
York Ci ty : I claim. first, the mode of constructing and 
combining the stud, the tube, and the guide screw, by 
which guide screws of the various patterns used in screw 
cutting may be put on or taken off expeditiously. 

Second, the mode of constructing the tool bearer gene
rally. particularly as regard� placing the slide rest be� 
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the operation of raising the tool bearer from the rail re· 
moves the tool from the work. � 

Third. the tool lifter constructed as described. 
l!'ourth. thc combination of the guide screw, the 

threaded block, and the tool bearer with the shaft as set 
forth. by which the requisite traversing motion is impart
ed to the cutting tool. '1'he operation of releasing the 
block from the guide !Screw and removiri'g the tool from 
the work are simultaneously performed, an d the tool 
bearer may be turned back out of the way when not in 
use. 

HAY AND MANURE FORKS.-By Reuben M. Hines, of 
:Mentz, N. y" (assignor to Horace C. �ih!by, of Senaca 
��alls. and Reuben M. Hines. of Mentz, N.  � . ) : I claim 
the fork with the upper part of its prongs and its tang 
oonitructed as described. in combinatiol1 with the 'fer· 
rule, the sockets, and slot as described. 

MACIDNES FOR STICKING PINS -By Thomas 'V. Harvey, 
of.New York Oity, (assignor to J ohn B. Terry. of Hart
ford, Conn.,) : I claIm allowing one pin at a time to pass 
do,vn the conductors by means of a. vibrating slide or i ts 
equivalent. so as to snpply cue row of pins at a time by 
the..conductors to the 101'CepS as specifies.l. 

HEMMING AND CQRDING U)1BRELLA COVERS.-By Slter� 
burn C. Blodgett. of .Philadelphia, Pa., ante-dated J uly 
3, 1MB : I claim the guide Jor cording or hemmingumbrel
la covers arranged upon a stand with a curved slot to 
fold the hem around the cord , and a hole through which 
the cord is passed to its place, and this I claim whether 
the guide bc used alone or attached to a sewing machine. 

REGULATING THE DAMPER OF STEAM BOILERS.-By Pat� rick Clark. of Rahway. N. J . : I do n' t c laim operating the damper ofa steam boiler fire by means of the preSM sure of the steam in a boil�r. Nor to have invented the diaphragm, nor i ts use to avoid friction where fluid prl:ssure is used to produce motion, but I claim the COlllbinatlOn of a cyliudrwal oiaphragm With a cylinder 
and piston as described. for the purpOse of operating the daID:Per of a boiler fire by means of the pressure of the steam. 

[We are unable to publish all the claims this week on 
account of the late hour at which they were received, 
and their extreme length. The remainder will appear 
next week. 

----------------
R.ecent Foreign Inventions. 

T';�;SING-Stephen Garrett, of Surrey, Eng., 
patentee. The skins or hides are secured on a 
frame, which ]s made to be raised and lowered 
in the tan vats. This mechanical action is kept 
up until the hides or skins are fully tanned. 

BOOTS AND SrroEs-J. Jaques J amin, of Lon 
don, patentee. The improvement is on clogs
shoes with wooden soles. The improvement 
consists in making grooves along the edge of 
the sole, and securing the upper leather in the 
said grooves. This kind of shoes is not used 
in America, but is very common in England. 
The peasantry of Lancashire, generally, weal' 
clogs ; they are very warm for the feet, - the 
wood being a good non-conductor. In our se
vere winters, especially when the roads are so 
slippery under foot, it would be very difficult 
to walk with them, because the soles are not 
elastic. Were it not for this defect, we would 
recommend their use. 

MAKING MANURE-E. T. Simpson, or-W ake
field, York, Eng. This method of making 
manure, consists ill taking woolen rags, shod
dy, and other waste products of wool, and dis
solving them with an acid, such as nitric, expo
sed to artificial heat, and then combining the 
fluid so obtained with bones, coprolites, or ani
mal charcoal. 

ROASTING COFFEE, &c.-George Berry, of 
London, patentee. This iuventor places his 
coffee beans, or cocoa, &c., for roasting, in a 
vessel, from which he extracts all the air, and 
during the roa�ting process he also draws off 
all the steam by an air pump. By this method 
he says he retains all the aromatic products in 
the beans, &c. 

'fREATING FLAX-C. J. Pownall, of Addison 
Road, Middlesex, Eng. , patentee. This inven
tor �akes flax, while wet and swollen, by steep
ing and fermentation, and subjects it to the ac
tion of water falling from a hight of 6 feet and 
upwards, for the purpose of more effectually 
washing away the gummy and glutinous matters 
in it. 
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GRATES AND STOVES-J_ L. Stevens, of Lon
don, patentee. The improvement consists in 
the admission of currents of hot air behind the 
back plates of the stove or grate, above or 
about the level of the fire, such currents of air 
being made to PILSS through channels formed 
underneath or at the sides of the fire, and part
ly heated thereby and partly by the back plate 
of the stove or grate. The object of this in
vention is to improve the combustion of the 
fuel, and to reduce the quantity of smoke giv
en off, either by th e use of wood or bituminous 
coal. Those who think there are no improye
ments to be made on our stoves, are greatly 
mistakGn. Indefinite complexity more than 
simple utility, prevails in all our stoves. 

EXTRACTING JUICE FROM SUGAR CANE-J. 
T. 1.Ianitold, C. S. Lowndes, and J. Jordan, of 
Liverpool, patentees. The patent obtained is 
liimply for reducing the c&ne into very minute 
pieces, then subjecting these pieces to the ac
tion of steam in close ves�els, and after this 
pressing out the juice in a hydrostatic press. 
The sugar cane is reduced to fine pieces, like 
dye-wood chips, by a series of circul&r saws. 
This is certainly, so far as we are aware, a very 
novel mode of treating sug&r cane_ The re
duced canes, when steamed, can be placed in 
bags and easily subjected to hydrostatic pres
sure, but what effect the stllaming may have 
upon the sugar (its quality) so obt&ined, we are 
unable to say. 'fhe subject is at least worthy 
the attention of OUl" sugar planters_ 

STEAA! BOILERS-O. Oowper, Kensington, 
Middlesex, Eng., patentee. The boiler is made 
of an assemblage of tapering cells connected 
by pipes with valves so arranged that in the 
bursting of a cell it can be immediately shut off 
from the rest of the boiler by closing the valve 
by hand, or by the pressure of the steam. 

NEW METHOD o�· OBTAINING MOTIYE Po�

ER-E. J. Shollick, of Ulverstone, Eng., paten
tee. This new invention consists in obtaining 
powerful electric currents from a magneto-elec
tric machine, and applying those currents to 
decompose water into its elementary gases--hy
drogen and oxygen-then admit\ing them into 
a cylinder beh'nd a piston, p&ssing an electric 
spark through them and thus exploding them 
-re�olving them into water again, and thus 
give motion to the piston, which is to work like 
that of a steam engine, and move machinery in 
the same manner_ This inventor is stated to 
be an Esquire ; this may be, but he is not ac
quainted with the laws of physics. Leaving 
out friction in the working pa.ts of this machine 
-he ('lin obtain no more power by the explo
sion of the gases of water than the power ex
pended to resolve the water into its elementary 
gases ; this is the law in physics, and no combi 
nation of machinery can alter it. 

PRINTING CI-LORS ON TEXTILE FABRICS-J<'_ 
A. Gatty, of Accrington, Lancaster, Eng., pa
tentee. Milk of lime is about 1 ·1 0  specific gra
vity, is saturated with a stream of chlorine gas, 
whereby a solution containing chloride of cal
cium is obtainid ;  600 lbs. of alum are then 
dissolved in 200 gallons of water, and to this 
100 gallons of the above chloride mixture is 
added, forming thereby chlorate and hydrochlo
rate of alumina in solution, and the sulphate of 
lime as a precipitate. The I&tter is separated 
by filtration or decantation. This solution is 
employed as an improved mordant, and is used 
in the ordin&ry m&nner in the preparation of 
colors. This may be a useful mordant for bark 

greens-as a substitute for almninous pyrolig
neous acid ; also in place of the common red 
liquor, and it may be a good mordant for mad
der colors, in place of the common mordant, 
which is made by mixing a solu tion of soda or 
the aeet&te of lead with alum. 

IMPRO,EMENT IN LOOMS ]'OR WEAVING.
Robert Boyd, ofll'Paisley, Scotland, patentee. 
This improvement consists in having an air
tight cylinder (in which there is a piston) by 
the compres.�ion an d exhaustion of which the 
shuttle is moved across the raceway of the lathe . 

.. .., .. 

Le Verrier, the. astronomer, in a. pa.per which 
he recently read before the Paris Academy of 
Sciences, suggests that we may expect the dis
covery of a prodigious number of small planets_ 
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Machine for Turning Spokes. 

Asa Landphere and Samuel Remington, of 
Ilion, N. Y" have invented an improvement in 
machinery for turning spokes and other irregR
lar forms, on which they have made application 
for a patent. The nature of the invention con
sists in planing the stuff longitudinally by means 
of two sets of rotary cutters which are arrang
ed above the timber to be turned, and have 
their bearings in swinging frames, that rise and 
fall, according to the profile of a plate over which 
they pass. Another profile plate causes a trans
verse movement of the cutter shaft in its bear
ings. .. .. . . 

Cutting and Grinding Corn Stalk •. 
Wm. G. Huyett, of Williamsburg, Pa., has 

invented an improvement in machines for the 
above purpose, on which he has applied for a 
patent. His invention consists in the employ
ment of a revolving cutting knife in combina
tion with a revolving disc, both secured on the 
same shaft, and revolving simultaneoUi>ly. The 
knife is of such lot shape, and is so arranged in 
relation to the feed hopper and grinding disc 
that it serves to cut up the stalks and prepare 
them and feed them to the grinding disc, which 
turns in a toothed concave, grinding them as 
fast as cut. • If this machine should work well 
it will be a very useful invention. .. . ,.. . ..  

Corn Har\'esters. 
Gardner A. Bruce, of Mechanicsburg, Ill. , 

has invented an improvement in machines for 
harvesting corn stalks, on which he has applied 
for a patent. The nature of the invention con
sists in so arranging the cutters that they will 
be caused to revolve and cut in an upward di
rection and after cutting the stalks will give 
them a dIrection toward the center of the ma
chine. Inclined revolving shafts are also em
ployed with arms for bending and holding the 
stalks while being cut, and afterward throwing 
them into the receiver at the center of the ma
chiile. The propelling wheels are each provi
ded with a separate axle, so that an open space 
is thus left at the center, and two revolving 
shafts with radial arms, in combination with a 
spring catch are employed for holding the stalks 
until a bUHdle is collected. 

.. _ . .., 
Hot Air Furnace •.  

John P. Hayes, of Philadelphia, has invented 
an improvement in Hot Air Furnaces which 
consists in a peculiar arrangement of hot-air 
tubes, and passages, whereby the heat from the 
fire chamber of the furnace is more perfectly 
radiated. A perforated chamber is placed above 
the upper part of the fire·chamber, which is 
connected with an air pipe communicating with 
the external air. This chamber allows the cold 
air to escape in small jets into the fire chamber, 
and the oxygen uniting with the gases in the 
fire-chamber, causes a more perfect combustion. 
A patent has been applied for. 

4 _ .. 
Improved Metal Drill. 

Wm. Bushnell, of New York City, has invent
ed and applied for a patent upon an improved 
hand metal drill. The nature of this invention 
consists in a novel and simple arrangement of 
mechanical devices for rendering hand drills 
perfectly self-acting in ' their feed-motion. The 
upper end of the mandril is connected with a 
screw rod, which is actuated by a worm gear. 
taking its mQtion from the crank, so that it is 
fed downward with a slow and regular motion, 
thus removing all liability to chip off the iron 
when the hole is nearly bored, as is the case 
with those machines in which the feed motion 
is obtained from a weight or spring. This is an 
excellent improvement and we can recommend 
it to mechanics. A few of the drills have been 
left at our office for sale. P�ce $25. 

� - . 
Improved Joint for Air Heating Pipe •.  

Jesse Young, of Franklin }urnace, Ohio, has 
applied for a patent upon an improved joint for 
connecting air -heating pipes, whereby a perfect
ly tight joint is obtained by the unequal expan-

: sion of the metals of which the joint is formed. 
The nature of the invention consists in boring 
out or fO,l'ming a recess at the connection or 
joints of the pipes, sufficiently large to receive 

� thntifit �mtritan . 
a thimble, the inner . diameter of which will 
correspond with that of the pipes. The thim
ble is to be turned perfectly true on its outer 
side, and made of a metal more expansive than 
that of which the pipes are formed, so that 
when the thimble is heated it will expand and 
bind tightly against the sides of the recess, thus 
forming a tight joint. 

• 

Light-house •. 
There are now in operation in the United 

States 34'7 light houses ; 2'7 are in the course 
of eonstruction, and 44 more authorized, but 
not yet commenced. There are 44 light vessels 
in operation, and Ii in the course of construc
tion. The estimate for this service,

' 
for. the 

fiscal year ending June 30, 1853, is $906,161. -
IMPROVED GRATE BAR FOR FURNACES--Fig. 1. 

George W. Cotton, of St. Louis, Mo., has in- motion is communicated to the whole series of 
vented an improved grat!) bar of which thEi an- bars, as will be hereafter seen. 
nexed engravings are illustrations. Figure G is the front end of the furnace, and b b are 
1,  being a plan view, and figure 2 a verti- the grate bars pivoted in the cross·bars, c c. d 
cal section. Similar letters of reference indi- d are the serrated edges fitting into each other 
cate corresponding parts. as shown, and e e are the pivots attaching the 

The nature of the invention consists in hav- steme of the bars to the cross-piece, C, which 
ing T·shaped bars, the upper or horizontal por- is actuated by the lever, D, and the crank, E. 
tions of which having serrated edges. Each All that is necessary, then, to stir the fire, is to 
bar is hung upen pivots, and the serrated edges turn the crank and the agitation communicated 
of the bars fit into or between each other. The to the grate bars will be all that is required. Or if 
severa! bars are connected at the ends by pi- more convenient, the lever,F,Cltn thus be insert
vots to a transverse bar, from which a vibratory ed in a hole in the cross·bar, and having its ful· 

Figure 2. 

�...:::===-=:_=-=._._:::::_.===::!..J 

crum in the front plate of the furnace, the grate I and the fireman will thus be relieved from expos_ 
bars can be actuated the same as by the mo- ure to the intense heat. The grate bars are also 
tion of the crank. A belt can be passed less liable to become warped than when made 
around the crank pulley, and a slow continuous in the ordinary form, neither are they liable 
motion given to the bars if desired. to crack from alternate expansion and contrac-

The advantages of this invention are that the tion. For further information address the in
fire may be effectually stirred with closed doors, ventor as above. 

McComb'. Toggle Pres.. tion of an improved Press for baling hay, cot
ton, hemp, &c., patented on the 2'7th February, 
1849, by David McComb, now residing at Mem
phis, Tenn. Its power is derived, as will be 
hereafter seen, from the combined action of 
the lever, pulley, and the toggle joint, and it 
must, if properly construqted, be very efficient. 
The illustration is a perspective view. 

a a are two horizontal parallel timbers, be
tween which the press is constructed. It is 
better that these should be securely framed in 
the building in which the press is erected. b b 
is the frame of the press suspended between 
them, the four corner posts inclining inward. 
c is the sliding he�d-block, against which the 
bale is pressed, it is made to slide in and out 
between timbers fastened to the frame in such 
It manner as to form two horizontal parallel 

We herewith present our readers an illustra- grooves ; d is the box in which the follower 

works, made in the usual manner. e e are the 
hinged doors of the box in which the substance 
to be pre88ed is placed, and these are secured 
by the dart·shaped fastener, f, while the bale 
is being pre88ed, opening afterwards upon the 
hinges, g g. h h are two horizontal timbers of 
the frame, upon which are supported the cast
ings, i, forming the boxes or bearings of the 
lower ends of the toggles. j j j j are the four 
limbs of the toggle joints, pressing against · a  
box secured upon the follower working inside 
of the box, d. 

n n n n, are four channeled puHies w9rking 
upon the connecting pins that pass through the 
ends of the toggles. Cords pass around these 
pulleys, leading to the windlass, 0, placed under 
the center of the bale. This windlass is

' 
turn

ed by the lever, q, to which the power is ap
plied. p is the rope passing through an open
ing in the windlass, and after passing around 
the pullies, its ends are attached to the joint 
pins upon which the pulleys are placed. 

From the description already given the oper
ation of this press will be readily understood. 
The substance to be pressed is placed in the 
box, e, and the bagging or hoops properly ar
ranged. By turning the lever, g, the rope will 
be wound around tha shaft, 0, the pulleys drawn 
towards the center, and the follower forced up
ward by the action of the toggles. 

The claims upon this machine are lengthy 
and efficiently cover all its prineipal parts. Any 
further information may b@ obtained by ad
dressing the inventor as above . 

4 _ .. 
Apparatus for Condensing Smoke. 

A 'patent was issued on the 29th of Novem
ber last to J. Bloom, of Woburn, Mass., for an 
improved mode of condensing smoke and gases, 
rendering them innoxious. The nature of this 
invention consists in passing the smoke and oth
er products of combustion through water, it 
being conducted in pipes to the hollow of a 
suitable reservoir made air-tight and nearly 
filled with water, which reservoir is kept con
stantly exhausted by air pumps. The smoke 
passes through a pipe leading nearly to the bot
tom of the water in the cistern, and as the air 
above the water js exhausted, the smoke will 
evidently pass through the water, and thus be
come purified from its soot and cinders. It is 
evident that the draught of the furnace will be 
increased by the exhausting force of the air 
pump, and the ordinary draught cannot act in 
opposition to the action of the pump 80 that 
no great amount of force will be rquired to pro
duce the desired effect. Travelers on railroads 
would be very grateful if some such plan were 
adopted. We recommend this to the consider
ation of all concerned, and hope that some one 
will give it the attention it deserves. The invent
or iii at present in this city. 

4 _ . •  
The Newly Discovered Sea Bank. 

In accordance with information furnished by 
George W. Blunt, Esq., of New York, of the 
supposed existence of a bank of forty fathoms, 
about ninety miles east of Boston .light, Lieut. 
T. B. Huger was despatched in the schooner 
" George Steers," one of the vessels of the U. 
S. Surveying Party, to s�arch for it and deter
mine its position. In a spot near lat. 42° 4'1' 
N., and Ion. 69° 1 3' W., Lieut. Huger discover· 
ed a bank, about three miles in extent, from 
north to south, and two miles east and west, OIl 
which he got soundings �t a depth of from 
thirty-six to forty fathoms. This was in a spot 
where one hundred fathoms are laid down in 
the charts. The character of the bottom, so 
far as he was able to obtain it, was coarse sand 
in the thirty fathoms -water, and soft mud in 
the deeper water. Por!' Bache, Superintendent 
of the Coast Survey, says that this is probably 
Fippenies Bank, the true . position of which is 
further to the' eastward than is laid down in the 
charts. .. . .. . .  

Gold Re8ource. of America. 
Since the California discoveries were first 

made in 1849, the quantity entered at the ,uni
ted States Mint, in Philadelphia, has been con
stantly on the increase, and there are no $igns 
of a falling off yet. In 1849 $10,491,6'15 were 
received ; in 1853, $53,426,205. The whole 
amount received since 1849, amounts to $196,-
143,988. 
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tion of our country, extensions of their pa- into very dark-colored candles, which, though 
tents : these must be judged of on their special rather smoky, gave a not bad light, and which 
merits. We are the advocates of the rights of were occasionally purchased from them as ob
inventors and those of the people, and these ' jects of curiosity, but much oftener consumed 
are not incompatible with one another. We in their cottages. 

Patent Plotters and Congress. 
The granting of special privUeges by legisla

tion against well established principles of public 
policy, is deeply injurious to the interests of any 
couutry, but more especially a republic. The 
legislation of a republic is broad aud open, and 
in this age of light and reason, nothing can be 
hid from public scrutiny. Monopolies are op
posed to the spirit of free institutions, conse
quently every monopoly grant, no matter upon 
what pretence, unless it can be shown that it 
is for the public good, or as an act of justice, 
is sure, sooner or later, to work mischief, and 
redound upon the heads of those who unwisely 
forget their duties and obligations to their coun
try and constituents. At the present moment 
there is imminent danger of our Congress being 
influenced by a powerful combination of individ
uals, who, under the pretence of justice to in

ventors, are endeavoring to obtain special 
grants for the extension of certain patents, in 
violation of existing statutes. 

The patent law providca for extending a pa
tent for seven years beyond the period of its 
original term of fourteen years, in every case 
where the illventor has not been sufficiently re
munerated. All applications for such exten
sions are made to the Commissioner of Patents, 
accompanied by certified documents, showing 
the profits and the losses of the patentee. In 
every case, when it appears to the Commis
sioner that an inventor has not been fully re
munerated for his invention during its first 
term, a renewal for seven years longer is grant
ed, but it the evidence presented shows that 
the inventor has received sufficient compensa. 
tion, the Commissioner cannot grant the re
newal without violatin� the provisions of the 
Patent Law. Guided by this principle of law, 
Commissioner Mason refused to extend the pa
tent of Col. Colt, and his decision in this case 
(which we publish OJ\. another page) is a docu
ment characterized by sound reasoning and up
right feeling. This decision, substanti�ted by 
such incontrovertible a.rguments, every candid 
person will think, should have arrested any fur
ther attempts to obtain an extension of this pa
tent ; but such is not the case. The owners of 
this patent, and also the owners of two or three 
others, who, for the same reasons, could not 
obtain an extension of them by the plain path 
of established law,-we are credibly informed, 
are now besieging Congress for special grants, 
and it is seriously apprehended that they will ac
complish their desires. Money is lavished free
ly in every way to exercise an influence in fa
vor of the applicants, and as they are abund
antly able to expend enormous sums in forward
ing their designs, it is not unlikely that they 
may be ultimately successful. There never was 
a time since the first American Congress assem
bled, when such combinations and influences 
were brought to bear upon Congress for grant
ing the extension of so many patents by special 
laws. 

Applicationll have been or are about to be 
made for the renewal of seven or eight patents 
-such as Colt's (last) for revolving fire-arms : 
the india rubber patent of Hayward ; Hoe's 
Printing Press ; McCormick's Reaper, and oth
ers. None of these patents can be extended 
by the plain path of existing Illw, and the ex
tension of the two former has been denied by 
respective Commissioners [of Patents, after 
careful and candid examinations of submitted 
testimony. It looks more than impudent for 
these parties to seek to gain by special legisla
tion that which they could not obtain in the 
manner provided by common statute. Will 
Congress violate the established principles of 
public policy, and grant the extension of these 
patents ? It surely cannot be possible. If these 
patents are e)l:tended, a stain will be made on 
the character of our present Congress which 
can never be effaced. Let our Senators and 
Representatives look well to this matter before 
they vote for the extension of these patents. 

We have no doubt but there may be some 
deserving cases-some inventors to whom Con
gress, in justice, may grant, with the approba. 

only oppose all monopolies when we know they A few years ago, however, some one thought 
are sought to be obtained for other purposes of distilling shales, and the result has been that 
than a fair remuneration to inventors. some of them are exceedingly rich in an inflam-

Interested parties in the Woodworth Patent, mabIe substance, resolvable into gas and tar, 
we have been informed, are working at Wash· and which, from the paucity of its chemical ru
ing upon a system for which they have always finities, has received the name of parafine. Of 
been distinguished, namely-great craftiness this substance, beautiful candles are made, in no 
and deep subtility. Fearing that it would be d�gree inferior to those of wax. 
in vain to apply again for an extension of the Our readers will also remember the account 
Woodworth patent, they have I£rranged mat- of the famous lawsuit which we published on 

ters in such a manner as to seek to ob- page 10, this volume, " Scientific American," 
tain the extension of the old Emmons' Pat- about what was coal and was not coal, and how 
ent, so as to use it for their own benefit and so many eminent chemists held contrary opin
secure all the privileges they enjoy under the ions on the subject. From that particular coal 
Woodworth patent. The patent of Emmons then in dispute, beautiful candles are now being 
was for the very same invention as that of made, as well as from tpe shales of Binny 
Woodworth, and the !nterested parties of the Crags. From every ton of coal, naphtha and 
Woodworth patent have heretofore accus- parafine to the value of $28 can be extracted, 
ed Emmons of falsifying himself, and have and from the parafine snow white candles are 
even resorted to employing his dying confes- manufactured for use and sale. 
sion-Its they say-to subserve their purposes. In Ireland there are extensive peat bogs, 

Now Emmons, by the same parties, is to be re- which from time immemorial have supplied the 
presented as an injured man, an ill-used bene- people with fuel. The peat is from 12 to 24 
factor to his country, and the extension of his feet deep, and is a soft spongy mass, of a 
patent is sought tor ostensibly las an act of jus- brown color near the surface, increasing in 
tice to his relatives, but really to be used for blackness and compactness, as it descends. If 
the advantage of those who were his calumni- these bogs were suddenly submerged and sub
ators and detractors. We are loth to believe jected to severe snperincumbent pressure, they 
that this scheme, deep and cunning as it is, can would form coal beds. The turfs are cut into 
be suceessful with Congress. the form of bricks, and set up to dry in the 

It is calculated that patent rights to the va- sun, and when so dried are used for fuel like our 
lue of $20,000,000 are sought to be extended coals, only they are all burned in grates, or else 
by the present Congress, and all those interest- in piles on the middle of the floors of the 
ad in these cases, support and encourage one wretched peasants' huts, the only chimneys be
another with a power and influence never before ing holes in the roofs. 
exerted in Washington. They may be success- These bogs cover no less than 2,900,000 
ful in their designs, as they will leave no ef- acres of Ireland, and are exceedingly dreary 
fort untried to accomplish their objects. The and desert-like wastes. 
credit of rejecting, or the dishonor of granting A company has been formed and a manufac
such special privileges will belong to Congress. tory is now in operation to render these waste pla
We sincerely hope that the honor of Congress ces profitable, and to make candles from the 
will not be sacrificed by those who have it in deep black, spongy peat. This manufactory is 
their keeping, for the sake of any party or com- situated near Athy, in the County of Kildare, 
bination whatever ; but certainly there is dan- and is erected at the verge of a great bog 
ger, unless the constituents of the Members ex- twelve miles long. The peat is cut in the bog 
ert their influenoe by protesting actively against and carted to the factory, where it is thrown 
such measures. We would recommend to Our into huge retorts and there distilled, the vola
readers the propriety of their addressing 19tters tile products being condensed in a vessel which 
to the Members of Congress from their respec- has a capacity of 8,000,000 cubic f .. et. From 
tive districts, remonstrating against the enact- 100 tons of peat, as much tar is extracted as 
ment of such laws as will perpetuate these over- yields 350 Ibs. of parafine, and 300 gallons oil. 
grown monopolies-the managers of which The parafine is obtained from the tar by boiling 
have become sufficiently fat from their proceeds the latter for an hour, in water containing 3 per 
already. cent. of strong sulphuric acid, when the acid 

Candle. M':'de -:�:Mi:eral;;;d Turf. 
unites with the tar and falls to the bottom, sepa-

Ifall the reports whichhave come to us recent- rating it from the parafine, which is left along 

Iy from abroad, with respect to new discoveries in with the oil. The liquid is then re-distill

making candles, are true, all our whaling ships ed, and the parafine obtained in flaky cakes of 

will soon be laid up in port, or converted into coal 
a blackish color. These are then bleached with 

grunters. In London beautiful wax-like candles chlorine gas, then steamed and pressed into 

have been made for years from palm oil ; noth- cakes, and afterwards made into beautiful white 

ing of the kind hM as yet, we believe, been candles. Other valuable products besides the 

made in our country. But more recently, new parafine, are obtained from the peat, as the 

discoveries have been made, by which candles small quantity of parafine realized from such a 

are now manufactured in Scotland from coal, great mass of peat would not cover all the ex

and in Ireland from peat bogs, so there is eve- penses. Thus it is that science is contin

ry prospect of the palm oil trade being as clear- ually advancing the arts, and extending the do

ly destroyed as is the whaling trade of England minion of man; for useful purposes, over the 

-which was once very extensive, but is now rocks, as well as the waters. We now cook 

reduced, we believe, to four or five ships. In our food, we heat our houses, and we obtain 

Scotland the " Edinburgh Witness " stateB that our light from minerals, long hid in the bosom 

there is a quarry about twelve miles to the west of the earth, and once supposed to be as useless 

of Edinburgh, in the immediate neighborhood as the black mica formations ofN ew York, which 

of a picturesque group of trap-rocks, known as are employed for no useful purpose whatever. 
" ' � I '"  

the Binny Crags, which quarry itself is of white The .Pri:oes Again. 
sandstone, but there rests immediately above If we had delayed until the 3rd day of J an
it a thick bed of dark-colored shale, over which uary before awarding the Prizes for the largest 
the hot trap must of old have flowed, and which lists of subscribers, some of the successful com
was subjected in consequence, to a sort of na- petitors would'have becn doomed to disappoint
tural distillation. The distilled substance, shut ment. We, however, complied strictly with 
very closely up, found its way into the vertical the proposition advanced at the beginning, and 
crevices of the bed of a white stone beneath, closed the lists on Saturday the 31st ultimo. 
and in these crevices the quarriers now find it. Owing to the detention of the mails by the hea
It exists as a light waxy matter, varying in co- vy snows, our letters were delayed feveral days 
lor in the mass from that of gamboge to that -for example, a letter mailed at Fitchburg, 
of dark amber, melts at nearly the same tempe- Mass., Dec. 291th, did not reach us until the 3rd 
rature as bees' wax, which it equals in hardness, inst.-we should have had it the next morning 
and burns with a bright flame. Many years after mailing. The result is, that one of the 
ago the quarriers employed at the work, struck competitors increased his list sufficiently to have 
by its peculiar qualities, learned to convert it entitled him to the fifth prize, instead of the 

1 4:1 

eighth, as published last week ; and two others 
sufficiently to have entitled them to prizes oth
erwise awarded. 

Under these peculiar circumstances we find 
a very agreeable duty imposed upon us-the 
only one which we feel willing to pursue. With
out attempting to change the awards, as publish
ed last week, we will pay over the same amount 
that each of the following would have been en
titled to had their letters reached us in due 
season :-

D. M. Sechler, of Ironton, Ohio, haY-ing sent 
75 names, is awarded $40, instead of $25, as 
announced. 

Charles Burleigh, of Fitchburg, Mass., hav
ing sent 65 names, is awarded $20. 

John Boyd, of Xenia, Ohio, having sent 5'7 
names, is awarded $10. 

In pursuing this course our Prize List is in
creased to�$500, instead of $45-0, but wa feel 
confident that it will readily meet the approba
tion of our friends and secure a most perfect 
understanding. 

The Water Ram. 
We give the following extract of a letter as 

the text :-
" At a meeting of the Farmers' Club last 

summer you stated that a person in New Jersey 
had so arranged a watering ram (where there 
was no natural fall of water) that it threw water 
at a considerable distance on his farm, and re
ferred to it as showing how an artificial stream 
could be made where no natural faU existed." 

That we have seen done in several instances. 
Take any place that is naturally wet, and lay 
down under drains until you accumulate water 
enough at the outlet, which is easily done, to 
drive a water ram, and you can send one-eighth 
of the stream any distance you please through 
lead pipes, rising twenty feet to every foot fall. 

Water rams can be set at any spring or 
stream where there is a fall, and will give a 
constant stream at the house OIl the hill, a mile 
from the spring and a hundred feet above.
[N. Y. Tribune 29th Dec. 

[The idea conveyed by the . above is, that 
upon a perfectly dead level-a ditch in a swamp 
for example-where water can be accumulated 
one foot deep, it will throw one-eighth of that 
quantity through three hundred or a thousand 
feet of pipe to the hight of 20 feet. A water 
ram will not operate unless there is a natural 
fall-an inclined plane. The factory canal at 
Cohoes, N. Y., is an artificial work, but the fall 
is no less natural (what is an unnatural fall. )
If one foot of water can throw one-eighth of its 
volume 20 feet high, then the result produced 
is to the cause as 156'20 is to 62'5 without al
lowing for friction. There are 62 '5 Ibs. in a 
cubic foot ; the eighth of that is 7'Sl x 20= 
156'20. What is this but perpetual motion. 
A water ram theoretically will throw one-twen
tieth of the water from the reservoir 20 feet 
high, for each foot of fall, and no more. 

The last paragraph in the above is also 
wrong. A water ram canllot be set at any 

spring or stream where there is a fall, to throw 
a constant stream through a mile of pipe, to 
the top of a hill 100 feet high. The capacity 
of every water ram is circumscribed by the 
hight of the fall and the quantity of water 
which flows into it in a given time. 

III .. ' .  
Fresh Isabella Grapes in January. 

We are indebted to Geo. Clapp, Esq" of Au
burn, N. Y., for a box of delicious Isabella 
grapes, raised from his grapery last season, and 
preserved in cotton up to this time. The spe
cimens sent us were as fresh and retained their 
flavor as perfectly as though just plucked from 
the vine. It may interest some of our readers 
to know the. process by which they were pre
served, which was simply by placin!?' the clus
ters between layers of cotton, in a box, until it 
was full, and then covering it, to exclude the 
air as much as possible. 

.. � I '"  
Patent Extension-New Rule. 

In all cases of application for ' the extension 
of a patent, the applicant must file his state
ment of the ascertained value of his invention, 
and of his receipts and expenditures, as required 
by law, within thirty days after the date of the 
first publication of the notice of such applica-
tion. C. MASON, Commissioner. 

Patent Office, 30th Dec., 1 853. 
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Cotton Manufacture-Its Introduction into 
.dmerica.-The cotton fields of the United 
States extend from the Atlantic to the Rio 
Grande, and embrace an extent of 500,000 
square miles. The cotton factories now in the 

. United States require 600,000 bales per annum. 
One factory, at Salem, has 30,000 spindles 
under one roof. . 'fhe capital engaged in cotton 
growing is estimated at $700, 000,000. The 
exports of cotton from the United States exceed 
in importance that of all other raw materials. 

The English government prohibited for ma
ny years the export of their cotton machinery. 
The first introduction of good machinery for 
spinning cotton into America was by Mr. Sla
ter, an Englishman and practical spinner. He 
saw an advertisement in a Philadelphia paper, 
offering a reward for a machine to make cotton 
�oIls, and he accordingly prepared himself to 
come to America. lie brought no machinery 
with him, but came here and made it from his 
intimate knowledge of the whole process. He 
arri ved in America January 3rd, 1790, and on 
the 1 8 th of the same month he commenced 
making the machinery with his own hands. On 
the 20th December following, he had three 
carding frames going, with u drawing and roving 
frame and 70 spindles. These were driven by 
an old water wheel at Pawtucket, R. I. In 
1 7 9 3  Mr. Slater beeame a partner with Messrs. 
Almy & Brown, and built a small factory. 

Our cotton trade is vastly greater than 
every other, and this greatness depends not so 
mnch on the price of the raw material as on its 
nature and adaptability to be rapidly manufac
tured by machinery. Cotton is of a peculiar 
rolling flexible nature, which allows it to be 
eadly doubled and twisted. 

When cotton is taken in, bales to a factory, it 
undergoes a most thorough cleaning before it 
goes into the carding machine. This is called 
the willowing process, but the machine for 
so cleaning the cotton is named after his impe
rial maj esty of the lower regions j he is indeed 
a fearful looking fellow, with great iron teeth, 
and capable of grinding any number of impure 
rascals. 

After it has undergone the willowing opera 
tioti described, it is taken to the scutching ma
chine and beaten with blades revolving at a 
great spe!ld, and this opens the fibers and the 
waste falls through a frame of wire work. It is 
then taken to the spreading machine where a 
set of rollers compress the wool for the cards. 
The carding cylinder has its surface covered 
with pointed wires, which completely separate 
and yet gather all the filaments together in a 
parallel position j they are then detached from 
the cards and carried between rollers, from 
which it comes out in the shape of a fine, round, 
soft snowy continuous wreath. It is then put 
through between rollers" every succeeding pair 
revolving faster than the' others, and thus the 
soft wreaths are drawn first between rollers and 
finally twisted on a fly spindle, and the threads 
thus forme d  are received on bobbins. 

Cotton is spun on two different spinning 
frames j the throstle and the mule. Some very 
fine yarns are now made in one of the Rhode 
Island factories-the place where the first cotton 
factory was erected seems to maintain an ad
vanced position. The cotton yarn intended for 
warps of webs is reeled from bobbins into what 
is called a chain. A chain of warp is first boil
ed in warm water to expel all the air from the 
minute cells of cotton, then it is beamed, and is 
then fit for the dressing frame, where it is 
starched, dried, and fitted to be put into the 
power loom. The thread or yarn intendad for 
the weft is �ot reeled into hanks, but kept on 
the cops. 

The weaving operation consists in drawing 
up each alternate thread, so as to leave a space 
between the two sets, through which the shut
tle with the thread is flung, leaving the thread 
all along, which is driven up by a slay. 

If aotton cloth is intended to be made into 
blue calico goods, it is carried to the print-

£' thnfifit �m£ritan + 

work, boiled for some hours in lime water, then ' testified to as above stated were eonstructed 
it is bleached, then singed of all its surface with the improvements emb�aced in the second 
wool by a red hot copper cylinder, (or by patent. Are these improvements of no value ? 
jets of gas), then it is calendered, then print- If so there is no grouud for an extension. But 
ed with a peculiar paste, then dipped in a if they are valuable they certainly augmented 
blue vat, taken out and washed, when the the value of tbe pistols to which they were at
whole surface will be blue, except where the tached. 
paste was printed on to resist the dye, and af- But it will be said that the price of these pis
tel' this it is dressed, brought to market, sold, tols was not increased in consequence of the ad
and made into frocks tor the rising generation. dition of these improvements. This may be 
It may, instead of being dyed, have a num- true, but it does not follow that they have been 
bel' of colors printed on it by rollers, and this is productive of  no benefit. The vender of a 
the general way of printing most of our cali- commodity often finds it advantageous · to di
coes. White shirting is simply bleached, after minish its price in order to augment the amount 
it comes from the factory. of his sales. Adding to the worth of the com-

Cotton fabrics are the cheapest of all others, modity while the price remains unchanged, pro
and they have been the means ot: conferring duces the like effect, at all events the pistol with 
untold benefits upon the millions of the world. all its improvements, was manufactured and 
The poorest mechanic now wears a shirt far su- sold as a whole. Large profits have been there
perior to that worn by Augustus, or even com- by realized. The applicant cannot be permit
ing down later b}, the Dukes, in the days of ted to say these profits have all accrued from 
Queen Bess. At p�esent the cotton manufacture the manufacture and sale of the rotary cham
of England make her the center of the exchan- bel'. They result from the whole pistol, a� im
ges of the world. At some future date this will be proved, with all its parts. The improvements 
said of America, for it is reasonable to suppose embraced in the patent now sought to be ex
that the country which raises nearly all the raw tended, gave an enhanced value to the arm. 
material will yet manufacture her own natural This caused its general introduction and ina
products. bled the patentee to dispose of the vast num-

The cotton goods in the Crystal Palace will bel', which has changed his early losses into 
receive attention in our next. sych abundant profits. A reasonable share of 

. , ,, , e.: 
Renewal of Colt's Patent. these should be credited to his last invention. 

It is stated that the Committee on Patents in Such a course will appear the more just when 
Congress have unanimously reported in favor of it is recollected that the �pplicant charges the 
the extension of Samuel Colt's patent for seven invention we are now considering with the ear
years, reserving to the government of the Uni- Iy losses to which he was pubjected in the en
ted States the right to make and manufacture deavor to bring his pistol into general use. He 
the repeating and revolving arms in all of their even goes back in this reckoning to a"time an
own armories for military and naval purposes. terior to the date of the present invention, and 
The reasons for grantiug it are stated to be, that makes up an account in the total of $60,000, to 
the inventor has not had the use of his patent cover his expenses and losses of time and mo
in a profitable degree.-[Washington Sentinel. ney. This debit accrued in the e ndeavor to 

[To show to our readers the amount of the introduce the whole pistol including the sub
difference between the reasons whi�h satiEfy jects of both patents. But it would seem fur
the Committee in Congress, in reporting in fa- ther, as though the applicant intended to charge 
VOl' of extension, and those which justified the the whole of its debit against the subj ect of the 
Commissioner of Patents in refusing the exten- second patent. At all events, there is no doubt 
sion of Col. Colt's patent, we present the fol- but he intended a full proportion of that charge 
lowing able Report of Judge ;Mason, on the to, stand against the patent now sought to be 
subject, which, for logic and just discrimination, extended. Why, then, should not the subiect 
is a model document. of this patent be credited with its share of the 
APPLICATION OF SAMUEL COLT FOR AN EXTEN- profits. 

SION OF PATENT. But the applicant avers, under oath, that the 
In June, 1836, the applicant obtained a pa- patent now sought to be extended has, thus far 

tent for a rotary chamber for fire-arms. In been of no service, " and that for the purposes 
1839,  a second patent was granted for improve- of his manufacture and the profits, thereof, he 
ments thereon, the most important of which would have been as well off if the improve
was the loading lever. In 1850 the former of ments described in the patent of 1 839, had 
these patents was extended for seven years, and been public property," if this is correct, it fur
he now asks a like extension for the latter. nishes a strong argument against the extension 

The statute requires the applicant in such now sought. 
cases to furnish a statement of his receipts and The reason given by the applicant for the 
expenditures " sufficiently in detail to exhibit a conclusion above stated, is, that the patent of 
true and faithful account of loss and profit in 1836 has, till this time, protected the improve
any manner accruing to him from and by rea- ments patented in 1 839, and that therefore the 
son of said invention." This requirement has whole benefit of those improvements could have 
not been duly complied with in the present case, been monopolized thus far without a patent. 
but as the d�cision will turn upon another point, Now the patent of 1836  has been extended 
this defect will be no further considered. to 1857. If the first patent has protected the 

The applicant avers " that he never has in subject of the second up to this date, it will do 
any way, directly or indirectly, derived any re- the same thing for aught that appears, for four 
ward for his said invention, patented in 1 839." years longer. The profits already received have 
This statement certainly grows out of a mista- already accrued within the last six years. From 
ken basis of computation. the incrllased extent of the manufacture and 

The testimony shows that the applicant has use of these pistols, the profits in the four years 
manufactured upwards of 100,000 pistols of to come will probably equal those for the six 
various sizes. Taking into account the prices years past, so that the aggregate amount of 
at which they have been sold, the cost of man- profits resulting from the inventions embraced 
ufacture, and the commission allowed for sell- in his two patents, even without art extension of 
ing, the net profit on these pistols will not fall the patent of 1 839, will probably amount to 
far short of $1,000,000. near $2,000,000. 

This testimony stands wholly uncontradicted The view evidently taken of this subject by 
-no opposing evidence was offered. Even the the applicant is, that he is entitled to an exten
witnesses by whom these facts were proved sion of his patent unless he has derived from 
were not cross-examined by the counsel for the the patent already granted a sufficient compen
applicant, although he was present at their ex- sation for his invention. Such is not the law. 
amination. The fact then may be taken as con- To justify an extension of this patent, the Com
ceded and indisputable. missioner must be satisfied that the applicant, 

Now the expenses of the applicant, together without neglect or fault on his part, has failed 
with his losses and the value of his time and to obtain " from the use and sale of his inven-
services, are estimated by him at $60,000, 
which certainly leaves a very handsome balance 
in his favor. But he takes the ground that all 
these profits are due to bis first patent, and 
none to the second. 

Therein consists th& mistake. All the pistols 

tion " a reasonable remuneration for the time, 
ingenuity, and expense bestowed upon the 

same, (Act of 1836, Seo. 18). It matters not 
then, whether the applicant has realized one 
dollar in consequence Of the plttent of 1839, 
which has been extended to 1857, has protect-

ed the subject of the patent "of l839,  and there
by enabled the inventor to reap the full bene
fit of this latter invention, he is no more enti
tled to an extension than though the whole ad
vaBtage had grown out of the patent of 1 839.  

The burden o f  proof t o  show that a proper 
case for an extension exists is thrown upon the 
applicant. In this respect he has wholly failed. 
N either his sworn statement, nor the testimony 
of the witnessea who were sworn in the case 
shows that he has not received from his inven
tion a sufficient liberal compensation. But on 
the contrary a degree of success and prosperity 
is shown which I can only wish were more ge
nerally realized by the authors of all other use
ful inventions. 

The extension is therefore denied. 
CHARLES MASON, Commissioner. 

U. S. Patent Office, August 29, 1 8 5 3. 

Agricultural Power Machlues-The American 
Threshiug l\lachlne In Europe. 

The well known Mr. Mechi has sent the fol
lowing letter to the " British Agricultural Ga
zette :"-

As I get some half-dozen letters daily on the 
subject of the American threshing machine, I 
had better at once state that I have threshed 
more than 100 qrs. of whe at and 50 qrs. of bar
ley with it, and that it is, in my opinion, in every 
respect far superior to our English thr( ahing 
machilles, as exhibited at the great shows.
Althongh a very light implement on carriage 
wheels, its steadiness under steam power indi
cates the easy movements of all its parts, and 
it must be a very enduring machine. All its 
parts work continuously on the rotary or revol
ving principle, the only exceptions being two 
very light portions j whereas, in our great 
clumsy threshing machines, the jerking or 
checking movements sway them, in spite of 
their great weight, in a most destructive pow
er consuming manner. In cleansing and dress
ing powers we have nothing, in my opinion, to 
compare with it. A three horse po wer steam 
engine, worked at 60 Ibs. to 70 Ibs. of steam 
per inch, and 120 revolutions per minute, 
would, I consider, work it efficiently, and thresh 
of reaped wheat 6 to 8 qrs. per hour, and of 
mowed wheat 5 to 7 qrs. It threshed for me 
last week 84 qrs. wheat in 5t hours, and 54 
qrs. barley in 6t hours, at 44 to 55 lb. pressure, 
and two-thirds the power of a six horse engine, 
In fact, it is a simple question of being able to 
feed it fast enough. 

I see clearly in perspective great changes 
and improvements in our agricultural steam 
engines-lighter aud cheaper implements, with 
100 Ibs. per inch steam pressure. The steam 
cultivator, which progresses favorably, will 
show that It power equal to 10 pairs of real 
horses may be concentrated on a pair of wheels, 
and of a weight less than two tons. When not 
cultivating, the engine may be driving mill 
stones, a threshing machine, circular saws, ir
rigating pumps, or working Fowler's draining 
plow. 

However inconvenient it may be to present 
arrangements, we must expect our agricultural 
placidity and stolidity to be assailed by seientif
ic progression, involving more thought, action, ' 
and ca�e, and greater ultimate economy. Our 
village blacksmiths must be transformed into, 
or make way for, a different class of workmen, 
capable of comprehending the action of a steam 
engine, and of repairing its defects. The use 
of horses in threshing machines is a barbarism, 
for my experience with Hornsly's and Ran
some's steam engines of six horse power has 

shown them (lind no doubt many others), to 
possess a power equal to that of 16 to 18 good 
horses. Strange to say, our go,ahead Ameri
can friends, brought over with them a horse 
gear in connection with their machine, but af
ter seeing the miserable contrast with steam, 
they have abandoned it for ever. 

It appears the American farmers all use 

horse power for threshing ;  no doubt they can 

ke�p them cheaper than we can. The Ameri
can threshing machine will remain at my fa�m 
until exhibited at the Smithfield Show, where 
Mr. Moffit will attend personally. 

[This testimony in favor of American thresh 
ng machines in England, is indeed flattering to 
our inventors. 
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TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

W"' Unsigned Communications are rejected unless 
there is abundant reason to believe that the writer is 
!gnorant of his duty in this respect. It i. not at all 
likely that we shall make an unwarrantable use of the 
names of our correspondents, therefore why withhold 
them. 

A. C. R ,  of N. Y.-You fay you do not understand how 
we can oppose the extension of any patent. Perhaps 
i f you had made a varuable improvement upou a ma
chine or process. but could not use it until some already 
eXisting patent had expired, you could see some reason 
for the limitation which is placed upon this species of 
property. Many an honest and hard·working mechan� 
ic has been compelled to lick the dust before these pow
erful combinations, who awe down all opposition. Such 
cases are indeed hard, and we shall defend the rights 
al the many against the encroachments of a few whose 
interests afe turned into tyranical uses. 

N. G. B., of Ill.-In Vol. 4, page 244, you will find an ll
lustration ofa mowing machine identical in principle 
with the drawing of the one you submit to us. 

J. D. W., of Miss.-You will find an engraving of Du
Bois' Cotton Gin on page 404, Vol. 4. Sci. Am. Mr. Du 
Bois' post-office address was formerly Greensboro, Tenn • •  
and for aught we know he resides there yet. 

D. B. C. , of Ga.-We are afraid your patience will be 
exhausted before your order for a Hot'Air Engine is fill
ed. We have not heard that the "Eveuing Post " have 
got their engine yet, which was promised them nearly a 
year ago. 

M. P. N., ofN. H.-We do not di,coverany patentable 
novelty in either of the improvements which you submit 
for examination. The coupling is essentially the same 
as some others we have seen, and the arrangement of 
seats presents, in our opinion. no patentable features. 

W. McB., of Ohio-Your views in regard to the ScIen
ces'being taught more generally in schools, are correct ; 
more attention should be paid to this subject than has 
been done heretofore. It i e; really surprising to notice 
the great amount of superficial science which exists 
among the people generally. The simplest questions of 
philosophy are not familiar to hundreds of men who 
ought to know them well. We do not think you are jus
titied in making application for the mortising machine ; 
the novelty is very slight indeed. 

J. H. P., of N. Y.-The scale is removed from castings 
of iron by steeping in warm water silghtly acidulated 
with oil of vitroil for about two hours, then rub them 
down and wash well in clean water. The scale from cast· 
Iteel can be removed in the same manner. You must 
steep the castings a longer or shorter period according 
to the thickness of scale . 

A. S. T., of Va.-There i sno good work with which we 
are acquainted on taxidermy. We will try and publish 
the otber information soon. 

J. E. H .. of New York City-Yours will meet with at· 
tention in our next. 

J. M., ofN. Y. City-We thank you for your att.ntion : 
we will review J. McPherson'S experiments in our next 
number. 

R. B. G., of Pa.-If you write to the Brooklyn Glass 
Co., No. 30 William 8t, this city, they may be able to 
give vou the proper information. 

A. Mo, of Ky.-The device described in your letter of 
the 28th ult. does not appear to have novelty sufficient 
to justify an application for a patent. 

S. K. 0., ofN. Y.-Such a balloon as that which you 
have described was illustrated in Vo!. l, Scientific Amer
ican. 

J. B., of Canada--It seems a hard matter ; it is trne 
that an inventor cannot have the privilege of using HIS 
OWN INVENTION, but it is so sometimes1 and it will not be 
safe for you to introduce the article into Canada. even 
if a patent was not taken out until since you invented it. 

W. W. P., of Va.-Morse's Air Distributor is construct
ed upon the same plan as you describe. Several unim· 
portant modifica.tions involving no patentable novelty 
have l;een made in devices for the same purpose. 
We do not think you stand any cbance of procuring a. 
patent. 

C. E. T. , of Me.-We do not think your pendulous ar
rangement for opening and closing doors could be se
cured by patent. We judge only from your description, 
which is not very full. If you wish more information 
you may send us a model for examination. 

B. W. S., ofPa.-The concern to which you refer as 
being engaged iu the manufacture of reeds for melode
ons is Carhart & Needham, 13th street, this city. 

W. R. H., of Geo.-The use of springs for propelling 
cars or any other machinery used in transportation is 
impracticable. 

J. R. L., of Fla.-We cannot see how the oat meal can 
effect such an object as that which you inform us. How 
can it excite rapid evaporation, without which ice can� 
not be produced. We do not see how the heat of fiuidity 
can be extracted by your machine, and unless you call 
do this you cannot make ice. 

H. MeN., of N. C.-The quautity of fuel required for a 
horse power per hour depends greatly on your boiler, 
and the way you work your steam-expansively or full 
preSl!lUre during the whole stroke. Seven pounds of 
coal per hour would be a fa.il' estimate for each horse 
power of your boiler. 

J. J. L., of La.-A revolving cannon is not a new in
ven tlon. It has not been adopted for some cause un
known to us. 

W. E .. of N. Y.-We think your improvement in hollow 
mandrels for turning is new and patentable. Send on a 
mOdel. 

L. W. T., of Mass.-Do not trouble yourself about such 
phantoms as perpetual motion. It is singular that any 
person should devote any attention to such a question 
after what we have said on the subject. 

E. J., of N. Y.-At five hundred and eighty degrees of 
heat steel becomes a deep blue. 

R. M., of Conn.-As the length of an inclined plane is 
to its height. so is the weight to the power. 

III. McD., of Pa.-One gallon of coal tar boiled with 
two and a half pounds of the sulphate of zinc makes an 
excellent paint for outhouses, &c. 

T. W .. of Va.-A very good cement for turners is made 
by melting one pound of rosin, and four ounces of pitch 
together, then thickening the same with brick dust. 

R. S . •  of N. B.-In eighteen years there are usually 
about seventy eclipses. twenty-nine of the moon and 
forty· one of the sun. 

J. J. T., of Me.-One part of lead and one of tin makes 
good plumbers' solder. 
Money received on account of Patent Office busines, 

for the week ending Saturday. Jan. 7 :-
T. R. & G. B., of N. Y . . $30 ; G. W. F . .  of 0., $35 ; E. H

S., of 0., $55 ; J. H .. ofN. Y .. $20 ; F. & R., ofPa . .  $55 ; 

C. F. P .. of N. Y., $100 ; J. D., ofN. Y. , $28. T. P. K . of Pa.-The ball seating we think is new : it 
appears to be a good improvement in journal boxes. Specifications and drawings belonging to parties with 

C. C .. of Mass.-The Hayward patent is one of the most the following initials have been forwarded to the Patent 
important improvements connected with the india rub- Office during the week ending Saturday, Jan. 7 :-

ber business : it is a sort of key upon which the whole is T. R. & G. B., ofN. Y. ; D. A. F . . of Pa. ; J. D., of N. Y. ; 
turned, hence the desire for its extension. Commission- A. 1\1.. of Pa. 
er Hodges acted in obedIence to the law in refusing to -�---"'� ... -.. � ... -----
extend it. How can Congress justly set aside the law of LITEltARY NOTICES. 
their own making, in special cases ? Let the law be re- -
pealed at once if-it is odious, but don't endeavor to via. LITTELL'S LIVING AGE.-This excellent weekly maga-
late it, the necessity does not exist. �td
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lye made from soda, with some quick lime. If you use THE PARLOR MAGAZINE.-Conducted by Jethro Jackson lard for making soap, you will find it very difficult to and Alice Carey of Cincinnati, Ohio, is one of the most 
harden, even though you use resin. agreeable publications which we have met with. We 
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with a Uttle lampblack, and stirl'ing some turpentine in PATENT LAW DOCUMENTS.-Rail Road Cars.-We are the mixture after it gets cool : about two hours' boiling obliged to W. W. Hubbel of Philadelphia for printed 
is suffiCient. copIes of his argument! and those ot Mr. WhitinfC of 

J. M. B., of Tenn.-We certainly would like to see an �h��1�'a��,,,
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atmospaeric railway constructed for Broadway, but in August 1853. 
there is no prosP"'ct of this being attained. We under- TELEGRAPH.-We are obliged to George Gifford, of this stand you as working the piston by the exhaustion of city, for a printed copy of his argument delivered be-
the air before it_ if�O�R�i�l��f�l
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S!if:�1 �i J. 0 .. of N. Y.-Yours abont the ear tube and plan of in the appe,l from the decision of the u. s. Court for the 

reporting, we do not think can be made serviceable. ac. district of Kentucky. 
cording to the practice of performing Buch work : our • ----........... -<I __ �.-<I ... ----
good reporters find no difficnlty in taking down every A Chapter of Suggestions, & c  
word o f  a speaker. .. P ... TENT LAWS. A ... D GUIDE TO I ... VENTORS-We publish 

R. C. B., of Mich.-Yours has been received and we and have for sale, the Patent Laws of th. United States 
will give it attention. -the pamphlet contains not onJy the laws but all infor. 
B. B. H., of Ct.-We have instructed the Commission- rnation touching the rules and regulations of the Pa-

er to return your model to you for rep::lirs, and after you tent office. Price 12 1-2 cents per copy. 
ha.ve put it in good condition please return it direct to the 
Patent Office, not forgetting to pre-pay Express chargQs. 

H. H. W., of Mass.-We hope you will cease to experi
ment upon such an unphilosophica.l project : hot-air, from 
ita very nature. can never be employed as a SUbstitute 
for steam in propelling machinery ; its great bulk ex. 
cludea it from competition, except by those who do not 
seem to comprehend this difficulty. 

R. R. H., of Me.-You can easily measure the power of 
your lever by calculating the difference between the 
time of motion at the place where the etrect is produced. 
and the end of the lever where the power is applled. 
, A. McA .• of Texas-The oil made from cotton seed, we 
believe, burns with a clear and beautiful flame. 

H. A. H., of Mich.-A telegraph wire can be enclosed 
in a non conductor and laid in 'a groove in the rail ; but 
it would be better to enclose it in a glass tube. and lay it 
at one side of the raU. If anything were to go wrong 
with the rail or with the wire, by your plan, both the teo 
legraph and railroad would have to suspend operations 
until the break was repaired. For what purpose do you 
want the globes described in your letter ? They can be 
made. 

RECEIPTS-When money is paid at the office for subscrIp
tions. a receipt for it will always' be given, but when 
subscribers remit their money by mail, they may con 
sider the arrival of the first paper a bonafide acknow
ledgment of the receipt of their funds. 

BAOK NUMBERS ...... D VOLUMES-In reply to many interro
gatories as to what back numbers and volumes of the 
ScIentific American can be furnished, we rnake the fol
lowing statement : Of Vols. 1, 2, 3, and 4-none. Of 
Vol. 5. all but six numbers, price, in sheets, $1 ; bound, 
$1.75. Of Vol. 6, all ; price in sheets, $2 ; bound, $2,75. 
Of Vol. 7, all ; price, in sheets, $2 : bound, $2,75. Of 
Vol. 8, none comple. but about 30 numbers in sheets" 
which will be sold at 50 cents per set ; of Vol. 9, none 
previous to Jan. 1st, 1854. 

GIVE ll;TELlJGIBLE D,RECTIO ... s-We often receive letters 
with money enclosed, requesting the paper sent for the 
amount of the enclosure, but no name of State given� 
and often with the name of the post-office also omitted. 
Persons should be careful to write their names plainJy 
when they address publishers, and to name the post_ 
office at which they wish to receive their paper, and 
the State in which the post-office is located. 

PATENT CLAIMs-Persons desiring the claim of any inven
tion which has been patented within fourteen years, 
can obtain a copy by addressing a letter to this office, 
stating the name of the patentee, aud enclosing $1 for 
fees for copying. 

P J.TIIIITEEs-Itemember we are always willing to execute 
and publish engravings of your inventions. providing 
they are on interesting subjects. and have never ap 
peared in any other publication. No engravings are 
inserted in our columns that h .. 'I'e appeared in any 
other journal in this country, and we must be permit
ted to have the engravings executed to suit our own 
columns in size and style. Barely the expe,,-se of the 
engraving is charged by us, and the wood-cuts maylbe 
claimsd by the inventor, and subsequently used to ad
vantage in other journals. 

A D V E R T I S E M E N T S . 

Terms of Advertising. 
4 lines, for each insertion, 75 cts 8 U U H 

$1 50 

12 "  it ., $2 25 
16 " � "  $3 00 

Advertisements exceeding 16 lines cannot be admitted ; 
neither can engravings be inserted in the advertising 
coiumns at any price. 
uP"All advertisements must be paid for before insert

ing. 

American and Foreign Patent 
Ae'enc�. 

I
MPOltTANT TO I�ENTORS.-The undersigned 
having for several years been extensively engaged in 

procuring Letters Patent for new mechanical and chem
ICal inventions, offer their services to inventors upon the 
most reasonable terms. All business entrusted to their 
charge is strictly confidential. Private consultations are 
held with inventors at their office from 9 A. M., until 4 
P. M. Inventors, however, need nr-t incur the expense 
of a.ttending in person, as the preliminaries can all be 
arranged by letter. Models can be sent with safety by 
express, or any other convenient medium. They sh$uld 
not be over 1 foot square in size, if possible. 
Havin� Agents located in the chief cities of Europe, 

our facilIties for obtaining Foreign Patents are unequal
led. This branch of our business receives the especial 
attention of one of the members of the firm. who is pre
pared to advise with inventors and manufacturers at all 
times, rela.tiMb�J���� ��i��t1�o American Office, 

128 Fulton street, New York. 

T
HE CREISCENT FOUNDltY MACHINE CO. 
Bridgeport. Conn., make to order Stationary Steam 

Engines 1"rom 8 to 150 horse power, large double acting 
�'orce Pumps for water works, Iron Planers. Engine 
Lathes built in the most substantial manDer and UNCOM
MONLY HEAVY. Mactlinery in general and all kinds of 
Steam Boilers. Having a large and extensive stock of 
mill gearing and other patterns, the accumulation of 18 
years, they are prepared to furnish castings at short no� 
tice. Any work ordered from this Company will be 
guaranteed equal to any made in this country. They 
would call attention to a large lathe which they build. 
designed for Railroad Machine shops �or turnin" of dri· 
�,.r�. sc;�:Yfee;�� d��'��e� roe;Ir���f:e ���p�r���J:;�� 
They arc DOW making a vertical Engine of new design 
from '8'10 10 horse power. which will require but the small 
space of 4 feet square (the bed being 24 by 34 inche,) and 
with a vertical boiler will require only 4 feet by 8 feet. 

18 12 1am' 

To MACHINIISTS.-Wanted, a thorqughly practi
cal machinist. well acquainted with the most ap· 

proved cotton machinery. to take charge of that depart� 
ment, in a large machine establishment Dear New York. 
No one need apply except he is a goodmanager of work� 
men, and can produce the best testimony ali to charac· 
ter and ability. Address Box 131, Post OfIice. New York, 
giving-name. present employment, and references. Jan-
uary, 1854. 18 2* 

WOOL AND CO'l'TON PICKER.-Reuben Dan
" .  iels. of Woodstock. Vt. , and E .  Kellogg & Co .. of 
Pine MeadoW', Ct . • have the exclusive right to build and 
sell Daniels & Kellogg's Wool and Cotton Picker, which 
was illustrated in No. IB, Vol. 9, Scientific American. 1* 

L
OCOlUOTIVEIS FOlt SALE-Two Locomotives, 
Engines, and 'renders. made to order for five foot 

gauge (but which are not required at present as the road 
is not ready to receive them) ; 16 inch cylinder by 20 in. 
stroke i two pair drivers : one engine 6 feet diameter and 
the other 5 1-2 feet dia., outsider cylinders-have a large 
proportion of boiler, and are expected to be economical 
working engines. Will; be sold on very favorable terms 
r:r� :��I�°;6 eiltS. \V� �g�E£�Nfi�
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I
ltON DltILL8.-Portable drills for drilling iron.
They are the most simple and convenient drill in use, 

ha.ving a newly invented feed motion, simple and effi· 
cient in its operation. They are constructed Of iron, 
and weigh 80 lbs. We can recommend them as a first 
rate article. Price $25. Address MUNN & CO., at this 
office. 

'-':TEIGHING AND PACKING MACHINI!:-This '-V machine is particularly adapted for the weighing 
����a�:;ra�, o�!iri����s��:�i�ro�:;t, J;:is.

s
�1.;����� flour, farina, starch, cocoa., oat meal. yea,st powders, 

seeds, snuff. ground herbs, or any like material. which may require to be put in packages, from ounces to pounds. Its advantages over the old method of pack
LDg by hand. are manifest. One of these machines will. 
with th@ aid of one person. weigh accurately. and pack neatly. from �to 5.000 packages per day. It requires very little power to run it, and is not liabl e to get out of 
repair. Ha.ving purchased the exclusive right to manufacture and sell throughout the "Cnited Statei, we are prepared to execute orders for the machines or sale of 
sectional rights. on reasonable term,. N. B. HARRIS 
& Co., Proprietors of the Excelsior Steam Spice Mills. Philadelphia, Pa. - 12 13 

EAGLE FOUNDltY-Steam Engine and Millwright 
Establishment for saIe.-The subscriber offers for 

sale his well· known establishment on Gadsden's Wharf. 
Charleston, S. C .• convenient to the river for steamboat 
work or shipping and receiving machinery, &c. The 
workshop, tools. patterns. &c., are in good order and 
calculated for the manufactUre of all kinds of engines, 
railroad work, and machinery of every description. lfor 
terms. which will be made easy, and possession given 
immediately, apply to JAMES McLEISli. 

15 6* Charleston, S. C. 

B
AKER'S IMPROVED STEAM BOILER FUR
nace, as used at the Crystal Palace, &c. Apply t o  

J.AMORY. 28 State st, Boston. Gene,..1 Agent. 11 tf 

H
UDISON MACHINE WOltK8 and Iron Foundry 
-at Hudson City, N. Y., are prepared to contract 

for castings for railroads. bridges, buildings, gas pipes 
and posts, water pipe, cast-iron ornamental floors, can· 
non. &c. Steam engines and boilers. high and low pres
sure. sugar mills. Cornish lifting and forcing pumps for 
mines : stamps, mortars, and mining machin('ry ;
also superior hydraulic pumps and presses, and su
perior machinists' tools made to order. Especial at
tention given to the making of patent machines. Or
ders by mail will receive prompt attention, 

�'REDERlC COOK & CO_ 
F. COOK. H. McCLELLAND. 7 Sm 

C B. HUTCHINISON'S PATEi\'T STAVE Cut
• ting Machines-The best in use, and appli,calHc 
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ing and Crazing Machines. This machinery reduces the 
expense of manufacturing at leait fifty per cent. )I'or 

rM'§8Wl" c'l5., t§�����;� J:ty�ts, appJy to C. B. HU��p:
-

ENGINEEltING.-The undersigned Is prcpared to 
furnish specifications, estimates, plans in general or 

detail of steamships, steamboats, propellers, higb and low 
pressure engines, boilers and machinery of every de-
�
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Gauges, Allen & Noyes' Metallic, Self-adjusting Conical 
Packing. Faber's 1Vater Gauge. Sewell's Salinometers. 
Dudgeon's Hydraulic I.ifting Press. Roebling's Patent 
Wire Rope for hoisting a�<k��tiiL\r�\\r�Jc8��if�·b�

tc. 
7 13* Consulting Engineer. 64 Broad\vay-

l'II.TlCHOL IS' PA'I'EN'l' PAltAGON SAFETY CANS 1.,. and Glass Metallic-lined Lamps.-'rhese beautiful 
glass lamps protect against breakage as well as against 
explosion. They are infinitely superior to all others. 
Order""addre5sed to the N. E. or Sandwich Glass Cos . •  
Bosto� Mass., will be promptly answered. 10 10* 

, 

THE NEW HAVEN MANUFACTURING CO.
New Haven. Conn., having purchased the entire 

right of E. Harrison'S Flour and Grain Mill. for the Uni� 
ted States and Territories, for the term of five years. are 
now prepared to furnish said miUs at short notice. These 
mills are unequalled by any other mill in use, and will 
grind from 20 to 30 bushels per hour of fine meal. and 
:;� :e��c��n��:
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best French burr stone, 30 inches in diameter ; snugly 
packed in a cast-iron frame. price of mIll $200, packing 
$5. Terms cash. Further �articulars can be had by 
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b�!':.�'ls��:·&�1: or to S. C. HILLS, a
fir
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'Ni.TEW HAVEN l\fANUFAC'l'L'RING COMPANY 
1 ... -Tool Builders, New Haven, Conn., (successors to 
Scranton & Parshley) have.now on hand $25,000 worth of 
Machinists' 'rools, consisting of power planer!, to plane 
from 5 to 12 feet ; slide lathes from 6 to 1$ feet long ; 3 
size hand lathes, with or without shears ; counter shafts 
to fit all sizes and kinds of universal chuck gear cutting 
engines ; drill presses\ index plates, bolt cutters, and 3 
size slide rests- The Company are also manufacturing 
steam enginEts. All of the above tools are of the best 
quality. and are for sale at 25 per cent. less than any 
other tools in the market. Cuts and list of prices can 
&';,�lWl�t��t"J��
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nufacturing Co. 5tf 

P
LANING, TONGUING, AND G lt O O V I N G 
BEARDSLEE'S PATENT.-Practical operation of 
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be superior to any and all others. The work they pro
duce cannot be equalled by the hand plane. 1'hey work 
from 100 to 200 feet, lineal measure, per minute. One 
tft�c�i:ie
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of feet Spruce fiooring in ten months.. Workin� models 
can be seen at the Crystal Palace. where further Informa
tion can be obtained, or of the patentee at Albany. N. Y 

1 tf GEO. W. BEARDSLEE. 
�"'INING l1'IACHINEltY-Of most approved con-
n.struction ...... furnished by FRED'K COOl\. & CO. Hud- A B. ELY, Counsellor at Lltw, 52 Washington stre.t, son Machine works, Hudson, N. Y. 15 Sm . I t' to P t t 

Case�. t>:i�r�' t�iile:��:J�:� ��., $�ti��tift� Amer'c:�, 
I

ltON FOUNDER8' MATEltIAI,S. viz : Pulverized 
Sea Coal, Black Lead, Soapstone, Anthracite and 

Charcoal Facings. Also, best imported Fire Bricks. }'ire 
Clay, Fire Sand, and Moulding S

�'3.
f
'iid'��l1S0N, 

13 13eow 135 Water street, corner of Pine. 

E
UROPEAN PA'l'EN'l'lS_-lIIESSRS. MUNN & CO. 
pay especial a tten tion to the procuring of Paten ts 

in foreign countries, and are prepared to secure patents 
in all nations where Patent Laws exist. We have our 
own special agents in the chief European cities j this en
ables us to communicate directly with Patent Depart
ments. a.nd to save much time and expense to applicants 

C
LO()K'8 FOlt CHUltCHE8. COIffiT HOUSES. 
&c.-Regulators for Astronomical purposes. Jewel

lers ; also Time Pieces for Session Rooms. RaiJroad Sta
tions, Offices, &0., which for accuracy of time and dura
bility have proved (it jii;: billieved) equal to any made in 
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RAM, Oakland Works, Sag Harbor. N. Y. 10eowtf 

M ACIUNEltY.-S. C. HILLS, No. 12 Piatt-st .• N. Y. 
t:tlie��tf�rv��sa�
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and other Pumps ; Johnson's Shingle Machines ; Wood
worth's, Daniel's, a.nd Law's Planing Machines ; Dick's 
Presses. Punches, and Shears ; Morticing and Tennoning 
Machines ; Belting ; IIIachinery Oil, Beal's Patent Cob 
and Corn Mills ; Burr Mill and Grindstones ; Lead and 
Iron Pipe, &c. Letters, to be noticed, must be post-paid. 

Itf .ow 

1 6i1;l  t'!::. JtI WOODWOltTH'S PATENT PLAN
� U'=-:. ing, Tonguing, Grooving, Rabeting and 

Mouiding machine.-Ninety-nine hundredths of ali the 
planed lumber used in our large cities and towns contin
ues to be dressed with Woodworth's Patent Machines. 
Price from $150 to $800. Two machinell are at the Crys
tal Palace. For rill'ht. in all parts of New York and N or
them Penn.ylvama, apply to JOHN GIBSON. Planing 
Mills, Albany, N. Y. oowtf 

16tf 

L
EONARD'S MACliJIliERY DEPOT, 1 0l/ ,  Pearl 
st., and 60 Beeaver, N. Y.-V�'ather Banding Manu' 

factory, N. Y.- l\Iachinist's ToolS, a large assortmeht 
from the H Lowell Machine Shop." and other celebrated 
makers. Also, a general supply of mechanics' :lnd manm � 
ufacturers' articles, and a superior quality of oak tanned 
Leath.r Belting. P. A. LEONARD. 

Itf 

LOGAN, VAIJ, & eo., No. 9 Gold st., New l ork.-· 
Agency for Geo. Vail & Co., Speedwell Iron WorkS, 

Morristown. N. J., furnish and keep on hand Portable 
W;f���sy�
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size. Portable Saw Mills, complete ; Bogardus's celebrated 
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rior qnality for machinistfil, Saw Gummers, Hand Drills. Tyre Benders. and shafting and machinery generally. 
39 1y 

lUIWOALLIS'l'ER & BROTHER. - Opticians and 
1'" dealers in mathematical instruments. 48 Chesnut 
st. , Philadelphia, Fa. Mathematical instruments sepa
rate and in cases, Protractors.,: Spacing Dividers, Draw< 
ing,Pens, Ivory Scales, Tape J.l'1easures. Salometers, Spy 
Glasses, Microscopes, HydrometerB� &c., &c. An il1U8� 
-Ira ted and priced catalogue will be sent by mail free of 
charge. 40 6m' 

N
0ltltIIS WOltKS, Norristown, Pa. The subscribere 
build and send to any part of the United States. 
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41 1y.* 'l'HOMAS. CORSON & WEST. 

M
ECHANICAL DltA WINGIS-J. H. BAIUY. Me 
chanical or Architectural Drawings executed in ad 
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Meteorological Calculation •• 

The following table of meteorological calcn
lations is made for long. 6° West from Wash
ington, for the months of January, February, 
and March, 1 8 5 3 ; showing the time of passage 
of atmospheric influences, also their average 
velocity of movement in miles per day ; being 
a continuation of a similar series of calculations 
published in the " Scientific American," Vol. 8, 
page 839. 
Time of passage. Velocity. Time of pas sage. Velocity. 

Miles. Miles. 
Jan. 5, 11 A.M. 692 Feb. 16, 5 A.M. 908 

8, 5 P.lIf. 888 21, 7 "  808 

9, 4 A.lIf. 912 " 27. 1 "  907 

" 16, 10 " 708 lIar. 4, 2 P. M. 1006 

" 27, 7 P.lIf. 960 8, 2 A.lIf. 882 
" 28, 5 A.lIf. 910 8, 8 "  673 
. .  29, 2 P.lIf. 732 14, 7 P.M. 885 

Feb. 10, 5 A.M. 668 21, 9 "  1031 

" 15, 1 " 970 27, 10 " 876 

REMARKS-1st. The general average move
ments of atmospheric influence, in our climate, 
is about 864 miles in 24 hours, or 36 miles an 
hour. The average movement of the influen
ces around the earth for the first three months 
of 1854, will be about 856 miles a day-being 
about 8 miles less than the general average. 

2nd. Atmospheric disturbances, or waves, 
may sometimes move with a less velocity than 
their accompanying influence ; but if so, they 
cannot travel far before they will be dissipated 
and a new . one formed in their advance. 

3rd. Atmospheric influences have separately 
a sustaining cause, and their effects a�e morl! 
or less extensive according to their relation with 
the cause. 

4th. The variableness of the accompanying 
phenomena in temperate climates is partly in 
consequence of the continually changing posi
tion of the influences, and of their peculifr re
lations. 

5th. Two or more influences travelling toge
ther are generally Bufficiently united in their 
action to produce more than a single ordinary 
result. 

6th. Two or more influences moving in close 
proximity, have their usual results counteracted. 
The production of rain is of rare occurrence 
from a relation of this kind ; but the unusual 
quantity of the cirrous cloud formed, is a sure 
indicator of such a position. 

'1th. When two or more influences· are travel
ing nearly together, approaching or receding, 
their time of passage may be either before or 
after the calculated time. J. HALL. 

A th ens, Ill. 
.. .  � . ..  

Cotton Seed. 
It can be no longer questioned that the cot

ton seed, in many part� of our country is fast 
degenerating, and we hear frequent complaints 
from the planters on this subject. 

The plants, in many places, are not so vi!)o
rous in growth nor in quantity and quality pro
duced as formerly. We are assured that the 
staple of the cotton is being seriously· affected 
by this degeneration of the cotton seed. Vari
ons reasons are assigned. One thinks it is ow
ing to the condition of the soil or the weather ; 
another thinks it is owing to the defective man
ner of culture ; " I  must change my seed," says 
a third ; and thus a variety of conjectures are 
started. The reason of this degeneration is 
made to appear when we consider that, year 
after year, our planters pitch their crops with 
seed taken promiscuously from the field. In 
the very !1ature of things it must dwindle and 
become d.warfish in the course of time ; and 
notwithstanding it depreciates under their eyes, 
they still pursue the insane policy . Upon the 
same principle your stock of horses, cattle, or 
hogs would degenerate and run out. We do 
not wonder, therefore, that your cotton is seri
ously affected-you do nothing to improve it
to give vigor of growth or constitution. 

There is no need to change your seed-all 
that you have to do is to pass through your 
fields and select your seed from those plants 
that exhibit most vigor of growth and produce 
the greatest number of bolls. Plant those by 
themselves, and then cull again as before ; or 
else select a few acres, and plant it exclusively 

j titntifit �mtrican . 
with the best seed, selected as above, and in 
one or two years you will have superior seed, 
if not better than can be obtained anywhere 
else. If you are too negligent or lazy to make 
the necessary improvements, no complaip,ts 
should fall from your lips. 

The famous seeds, about which so much iii 
said, and for which such high prices are paid, 
have been brought up to this high state of cul
ture by the means stated above, and by proper 
crossing kept up for a serills of years. 

Try the plan indicated, and you will find a 
vast improvement in tM quality and quantity 
of your cotton.-[Southern Organ. 

[Our Southern cotton planters, we believe, 
would find it to their advantage to usa seed 
grown in distant localities, such as Georgia 
seed exchanged for MissiMippi seed, and vice 
versa. In the cultivation of many other plants 
this has been found to work advantageously, 
increasing both the yield lind quality of the 
crop. 

FRAZEE'S IMPROVED LIFE BOAT.···Figure 1. 

We present our readers, on this page, two 
illustrations of an improved Life Boat, patented 
on the 22nd of November last, by L. F. Frazee, 
of New :Brunswick, Middlesex Co., N. J. 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of the life boat 
complete, and fig. 2 is a cross section through 
the center. The same letters refer to like parts 
in both figures. 

Any life-boat to be serviceable should be 
strongly constructed, so that it may not be lia
ble to damage, rendering it unfit for use ; it 
must be light in proportion to the number of 
persons that it will carry, it should be so con
structed that it will be always right-side up, and 
if possible it should be so c4eap that all will 
purchase it. 

The nature of this invention consists in com
bining together buoyant vessels properly shaped 
and arranged, and constructed of india rubber 

or oil-cloth stuffed with cork or its equivalent, 
the combination constituting a life-boat posses
sing the desirable qualities above specified. 

The frame of the float is constructed chiefly 
of slats of hickory or other itrong and elastic 
wood. To this is attached three balsas or floats 
constructed and stuffed as before said. One of 
these balsas constitutes the bottom of the boat, 
and the other two the sides. The former is se
cured within a frame made of the slats above 
referred to, while the two latter are fastened to 
its sides chiefly by means of the external slats, 
rivets being passed through the internal slats, 
side balsas and external slats. 

In the illustrations, 'II. n 'II. repreient the up
rights, two of which constitute the stern posts, 
the intermediate ones being more or lees in 
number, according to the size of the finished 
boat. On the inllide of the intermediate up-

Figure 2. 

rights are secured, by rivets or otherwise, the are placed two other slats, $2 s·, and riveted 
slats, s s s, they being also secured outside of l fast. Breast h

.

OOkB' h h'. are attached to the 
the stern posts. The slats, s' 8', are secured ends of these slats, confining them firm1y, and 
outside of all the uprights, and from one up- thus securing the outer balsas. Row-locks and 
right to another reach the transverse pieces, t 
t t; notched over the uprights and resting on 
the slats. Two other pieces of plank �re firm
ly secured to the forward and after transverse 
pieces and to the stern posts. Between the 
transverse pieces and within the slats is located 
the balsa, b. The planks give additional .�reng'h 
and afford firm footing for the steersm�n. As 
before stated,  two other balsas, whose' .section 
is shaped something like an hour-glass, are now 
applied outside the slats, and outside of these 

Darien ShIp Canal Exploration. 
A London letter in the " Philadelphia Ame

rican " says :-
" The Isthmus of Darien ship canal expedi

tion for the purpose of effecting the junction 
between the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, and 
respecting which so much interest has been 
created, will sail on Saturday next from South
ampton in the West India mail steamer Orino
co. It will consist, on the part of the Atlantic 
and Pacific Junction Company, of Dr. Cullen, 
the discoverer of the route and the conception
aire, as pioneer ; Mr. Gisborne, civil engineer
in·chief ; Messrs. Forde and Bennett, and four 

lifelines, with · floats upon them, are lashed to 
these, and the boat is ready. 

We cannot see any r�ason why this sho�ld 
not be a serviceabl�, fio!J,t,; and as a surge boat 
it is certainly worthy the a,ttention of all. Ship: 
owners and masters of vessels are certaiply 
much to blame}f'they dO not provide t�eir 
vessels with the best life-boats that can be , ob
tained. 

Any,further information can be obtained of 
the inventor as above. 

assistant engineerB. On' behalf of the l?i'itish 
government It will be , accompanied by .Lieut. 
Singen, R. E., and staff. The object is the ma
kipg a detailed survey, of the route from Cale
donia Bay and Port. Escoces to the Gulf of San 
Miguel, and inaugurating the important work 
of the junction of the two oceans. At Jamaica 
the expedition will be joined by Lieut, Strange, 
United States Navy, and t.he surveying party 
under his command, on board the United States 
sloop the Cyanne, Captain.,Hollins. The Cyanne 
will be joined by a British man-of-war from the 
Jamaica"station, and by the French Admiral's 
llhip, with French engineers on board, from 

Martinique, and the squadron will then proceed 
to Caledonia Bay, on the Atlantic coast of Da
rien, where it will be reinforced by her Majes
ty's surveying sloop Scorpion, which has al
ready sailed from England for that purpose. 
The snrveying party will then cross the Isth
mus to the river Savana, where they will meet 
boat parties dililpatcned from a British man-of
war which is to be stationed at its mouth in the 
Gulf of San Miguel, on the Pacific, and then 
co=ence detached surveys of the route. As 
the distance between the tide influence . of the 
two oceans is only thirty mile,s, the return of 
the expedition may be anticipated in May next. 

. . .. ... 
Rallroad Arte.ian Well. 

The Camden and Amboy. Railroad Compa
ny, N. J., have just tested one of Mr. Bolles' 
artesian wells, at Cooper's Point, which that 
gentleman sunk for the use of their car depot 
at that place. With a four inch pump there 
were elevated to the water tank about sixty 
gallons of water per minute. This pump, as 
are also all of the pumps on their road used to 
supply the engines with water, is driven by 
steam, and so arranged, that when a locomo
tive . comes up to it, a steam pipe is attached, 
and the surplus steam of the engine pumps the 
water into the reservoir, from which the loco·· 
motive is supplied. 

------�.�,� .. �� . .. ------
Another Great Railroad Project. 

A convention has been held at Bentonville, 
(Ark.) to devise measures for the construction 
of what is called the Western Border Rail� 
road. The projected line is to run from the 
northwestern corner of the State of Arkansas, 
through the counties of Benton, Washington, 
Crawford, Sebastian, Scott, Polk, and Sevier, 
to the Southwest part of the same State, termi� 
nating at some point on Red River ; it is descri
bed as being a link in an extended chain of 
railway ultimately to be constructed, passing 
through the longitudinal center of that portion 
of the great Mississippi Valley lying west of the 
great river, and bringing into connection and 
commingling together all the various produc
tions of that valley. 

------.... ,� .. �.�.-------
The shock of an earthquake was felt at Ge-

neva in Italy on the 4th ult. 
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